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ABSTRACT 
 
Liquid crystals have been a major subject of research for the past decades. Aside from the 
variety of structures they can form, they exhibit a vast range of optical phenomena. Many 
of these phenomena found applications in technology and became an essential part of it. 
In this dissertation thesis we continue the line to propose a number of new applications of 
optical effects in liquid crystals and develop their theoretical framework. 
 
One such application is the possibility of beam combining using Orientational 
Stimulated Scattering in a nematic liquid crystal cell. Our numerical study of the OSS 
process shows that normally this possibility does not exist. However, we found that if 
a number of special conditions is satisfied efficient beam combining with OSS can be 
done. These conditions require a combination of special geometric arrangement of 
incident beams, their profiles, nematic material, and more. When these conditions are 
fulfilled, power of the beamlets can be coherently combined into a single beam, with 
high conversion efficiency while the shape and wave-front of the output beam are still 
of good quality. 
 
We also studied the dynamics of the OSS process itself and observed (in a numerical 
model) a number of notorious instabilities caused by effects of back-conversion 
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process. Additionally, there was found a numerical solitary-wave solution associated 
with this back-conversion process.  
As a liquid crystal display application, we consider a nematic liquid crystal layer with the 
anisotropy axis modulated at a fixed rate in the transverse direction with respect to light 
propagation direction. If the layer locally constitutes a half-wave plate, then the thin-
screen approximation predicts 100% -efficient diffraction of normal incident wave. If this 
diffracted light is blocked by an aperture only transmitting the zero-th order, the cell is in 
dark state. If now the periodic structure is washed out by applying voltage across the cell 
and light passes through the cell undiffracted, the light will pass through the aperture as 
well and the cell will be in its bright state.  Such properties of this periodically aligned 
nematic layer suggest it as a candidate element in projection display cells.  
 
We studied the possibility to implement such layer through anchoring at both surfaces of 
the cell. It was found that each cell has a thickness threshold for which the periodic 
structure can exist. The anchored periodic structure cannot exist if thickness of the cell 
exceeds this threshold. For the case when the periodic structure exists, we found the 
structure distortion in comparison with the preferable ideal sinusoidal profile. To 
complete description of the electromechanical properties of the periodic cell, we studied 
its behavior at Freedericksz transition.  
 
Optical performance was successfully described with the coupled-mode theory. While 
influence of director distortion is shown to be negligibly small, the walk-off effects 
appear to be larger. In summary, there are good prospects for use of this periodically 
 v
aligned cell as a pixel in projection displays but experimental study and optimization need 
to be performed. 
In the next part we discuss another modulated liquid crystal structure in which the 
director periodically swings in the direction of light propagation. The main characteristic 
of such structure is the presence of bandgap. Cholesteric liquid crystals are known to 
possess bandgap for one of two circular polarizations of light. However, unlike the 
cholesterics the bandgap of the proposed structure is independent of polarization of 
normally incident light. This means that no preparation of light is needed in order for the 
structure to work in, for example, liquid crystal displays. The polarization universality 
comes at the cost of bandgap size, whose maximum possible value ∆ωPTN compared to 
that of cholesterics ∆ωCh is approximately twice smaller: ∆ωPTN ≈ 0.58∆ωCh if modulation 
profile is sinusoidal, and ∆ωPTN ≈ 0.64∆ωCh  if it is rectangular.  
This structure has not yet been experimentally demonstrated, and we discuss possible 
ways to make it. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Beam combining 
 
Many technical applications, such as cutting, welding, marking, engraving, micro-
processing demand high power continuous-wave lasers. Currently 10 kW cw fiber lasers 
are commercially available from IPG Photonics, 4 kW – from TRUMPF, and 200 W - 
from SPI Inc.Diagram Figure. 1.1 shows current positions of high-power cw laser 
producers on power-beam quality plot.  
 
Largest problem in designing high power lasers is cooling the amplifying medium. The 
generated heat limits total achievable power and the heated gain medium introduces 
additional phase distortions to the laser beam. As a result lasers over 1kW in cw output 
have poor spatial coherence and are always multimode. For example, the TRUMPF’s 
multimode 4 kW Nd-YAG laser has the beam parameter product (BPP) of 25 mm⋅mrad. 
Fiber lasers usually produce better quality beams: the 10 kW Ytterbium-doped fiber laser 
by IPG Photonics has BPP = 1.8 mm⋅mrad.  
 
Let us just remind here that the BPP is defined as the product of beam waist and its 
divergence and is usually measured in mm⋅mrad. The diffraction-limited value of BPP for 
light with wavelength λ is λ/π. Since the lasers discussed here have approximately same 
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wavelength λ ≈ 1µm, their BPPs can be compared to each other as well as to the 
diffraction-limited value of 0.33 mm⋅mrad. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.1. Positioning chart shows the positions of currently available high-power cw lasers 
(company labels and wavelengths) on power-BBP diagram relative to the areas of parameters 
required for various applications. Laser wavelengths are approximately the same, which allows to 
place them all on one chart. 
 
A number of solutions was proposed to overcome this heating and material 
inhomogeniety problem. One of them was to substitute the cavity mirrors with phase-
conjugating elements. This way the phase distortions introduced into the wave 
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propagating in one direction would be cancelled (or undone) when the phase-conjugated 
beam propagates in the opposite direction. 
 
Another possible solution to the cw high-power is to combine a number of low-power 
beamlets into one. In the simplest case this can be done with two beams using a 3 dB 
beamsplitter. When unpolarized light is incident on such beamsplitter at the Brewster’s 
angle, it is split equally into the TM-polarized wave, which is transmitted, and the TE-
polarized wave which is completely reflected.  If one arranges the reversed scheme, the 
two orthogonally polarized waves will come out as a single wave with generally speaking 
random polarization. Apparently, this scheme allows to combine no more than two beams 
since for each combination act one needs two linearly polarized waves. In fact, the 
resulting wave is just a superposition of two waves, rather than a single coherent wave, 
that is, this method combines waves incoherently. 
 
In order to achieve multiple-beam combination much more complicated schemes are 
required. One such scheme has being developed and is used in College of Optics and 
Photonics / CREOL [1-4]. The combining element in the scheme is a hologram with high 
spectral selectivity. If the central frequencies of the two incident beams are shifted with 
respect to each other so that one satisfies the Bragg condition of the volume grating while 
the other does not, then the first beam is diffracted and the second is transmitted. The 
transmitted beam’s incidence angle can be chosen so that after transmission the 
propagation directions of the diffracted and undiffracted beams coincide. In order for this 
scheme to work spectral selectivity of the volume grating must be larger than bandwidth 
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of the lasers, and mutual central frequency separation (11 µm in actual experiments) must 
be larger than spectral selectivity. While this task of beam combining can be performed 
by, basically any diffractive element, the photo-thermo-refractive holograms used in [1-4] 
sustain heating and thus are successful at high light intensities. 
 
A way to coherently combine beams was suggested and demonstrated in Ref. [5-7]. It 
uses the stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). Since the gain constant in SBS processes 
is rather low, the method required high power input. Additionally, to guarantee sufficient 
gain, the input beams had to be finely aligned within 1 mrad. Using long multimode 
fibers, as was done in Ref. [5,6] partially removes the strong alignment problem, and 
decreases the process threshold to 5 mW (due to the increased interaction length). Here, 
the combined beam would result in a clean Gaussian-shape mode.  
 
Liquid crystals are media with naturally large stimulated scattering gain. The 
corresponding stimulated scattering process is the Orientational Stimulated Scattering 
process (OSS) on the nematic director grating induced by interference of two incident 
beams, Ref [8,9]. The gain coefficient can be about 10 mm−1 and threshold intensity is 
low. A highly efficient 95% OSS power transfer in E-48 nematic was demonstrated using 
a 950 µm thick layer, Ref. [10]. 
 
In this work we considered the possibility of beam combining and clean-up using the 
OSS. Our numerical modeling of the process showed that good conversion efficiency is 
not typical for this scheme. However, in a specially chosen situation, involving the right 
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geometric alignment and beam input scheme, the results of power transfer can be 
impressive. Coherent combining of multiple beams can be done in bulk material on scale 
less than a millimeter. Interestingly, as is explained later, the angular alignment wants to 
fill a rather wide range (to 10°) due to intrinsic properties of the scattering process.  
 
Interesting experiments based this beam combining scheme are currently being done at 
Twente university (Netherlands) [11], Fig. 1.2. The goal of their scheme is to combine 
light from a stack of low-power diode lasers through self-starting process of OSS. Light 
from the stack is incident on the cell and no signal beam is present. Instead, the cell is 
placed in a cavity with a tilted optical axis. It is hoped in these experiments that the signal 
beam will be initiated as a mode of the cavity and carry the “intercepted” power out 
through the output coupler. The pump beamlets are supposed to be coherent with one 
another. Moreover, this self-started signal may phase-lock the individual, initially 
incoherent pump beamlets and thus solve the problem of their coherence. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.2. Scheme of the holographic external laser [11]. Beams emitted by the diode lasers in the 
stack is nonlinearly combined and the lasers are simultaneously phase locked. 
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1.2 Periodically aligned nematic 
 
Another set of applications has to do with use in liquid crystal displays. In regular LCD 
schemes polarized incident light is used. In the simplest design polarization of light 
adiabatically follows the director twisting by 90° until the exit from the cell, where it is 
blocked by cross-polarizer to form a dark state or dark pixel. To turn the cell into the 
bright state voltage is applied across the cell. Then the LC cell becomes homogeneous, 
polarization twist does not take place and light passes through polarizer. 
 
Another design of LCD pixels has recently received attention. In this design a diffractive 
element is used to diffract incident light and block it to form the dark state. In contrast to 
the regular design, application of voltage turns the pixel into bright state. Such design 
targets availability of any polarization for diffraction so that unpolarized light can be used. 
A number of solutions was proposed for this design. Binary nematic gratings in which the 
director was modulated using periodically arranged electrodes were demonstrated in [12-
14]. In other words, periodic application of voltage created alternating planar and 
homeotropic layers of nematic. These gratings theoretically can exhibit complete 
diffraction into ±1st diffraction orders leaving no intensity in the zero-th order. While 
close to 100% diffraction efficiency was practically achieved, the pitch of the grating was 
36 µm. For visible light this would mean about 0.7° diffraction angle which can be useful 
for a number of applications, but is hardly acceptable for compact LCDs.  
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Other LC and non-LC (and therefore non-controllable) schemes were proposed as well 
[15,16]. Although these schemes achieved small pitch (down to wavelength of incident 
light), their contrast ratio remained unsatisfactory even in theoretical limit estimation. 
(The reason for that is allowed diffraction into higher diffraction orders.) 
 
We believe that our proposed periodically aligned nematic λ/2 plate [17] solves these 
difficulties altogether. Here is how it works. If the nematic waveplate had a homogeneous 
anisotropy axis (or director) distribution it would transform right-circularly polarized 
wave into left-circularly polarized and vice versa. If now the director continuously twists 
at a fixed rate in the direction perpendicular to direction of light propagation, this 
introduces diffraction. It is when the layer locally constitutes a half-wave plate, the only 
existing diffraction orders are ±1. 
 
We studied the possibility to implement such a layer with anchoring at both surfaces of 
the cell (rubbing is not an option here, but photoalignment is). We identified threshold 
values of thickness under which the periodic structure can exist. Freedericksz transition 
voltage was found to depend on thickness and completely disappears when thickness is 
critical.  
 
Coupled-mode theory was applied to light propagation through such cell allowing to 
account for walk-off effects and effects of structure distortion. Calculations show that the 
walk-off effects should be of largest concern. These effects arise from the spatial 
divergence of incident wave. As a result of this, only a portion of present spatial Fourier 
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components satisfies the Bragg condition exactly. However, the walk effects have a 
fourth-power order dependence on cell thickness and may be easily manipulated. 
 
1.3 Bandgap nematic structure 
 
Cholesteric liquid crystals are known to exhibit bandgap for one of two circular 
polarizations of incident light [18-21]. If frequency of incident either right- or left-
circularly polarized light lies within the bandgap, the light experiences strong reflection 
by the structure. If the frequency lies outside of the bandgap or the circular polarization is 
not the right one, light is 100% transmitted.  
 
Nematic structure in which the director periodically swings along the direction of light 
propagation has a bandgap, whose size is proportional to the amplitude of director 
modulation. This spectral bandgap arises due to the coupling of Fourier components of 
waves co- and counter-propagating in the material. Compared to cholesterics, the 
bandgap of this swinging structure, (which we later call periodically twisted nematic or 
PTN) is approximately twice narrower. However, unlike cholesterics, this bandgap exists 
for any input polarization. Additionally, the polarization-universal bandgap of PTN exists 
even for normally incident light, whereas in order for cholesterics to exhibit such 
property incident light needs to be tilted. Thus, if this structure is used in displays, no 
prior polarization preparation would be necessary allowing to use 100% of depolarized 
light intensity instead of only 50%. 
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CHAPTER TWO: MECHANICS AND DYNAMICS OF 
LIQUID CRYSTALS 
 
2.1 Types of liquid crystals 
  
Liquid crystals are substances which are characterized by absence of molecular 
positioning order, but exhibit local orientational order. Liquid crystals are usually 
described with the vector of director n, which at any given spatial point shows the 
direction of average molecular alignment. (In more complicated situations a scalar order 
parameter or even a second-rank tensor order parameter is used.1) By its nature (since in 
average there are as many molecules pointing in one direction as in the opposite) vector n 
possesses a property that n = −n.  
 
Four types of liquid crystals exist (Figure 2.1). In nematics (Figure 2.1a) molecules are 
randomly positioned but are in average aligned in common direction. In smectics (Figure 
2.1b), in addition to local alignment molecules are arranged in layers and take random 
positions within their layer. Cholesterics (Figure 2.1c) are composed of molecules which 
lack central symmetry. Their local orientation continuously rotates along a fixed direction. 
A more complicated blue phase recently received increasing attention. In that phase the 
order parameter is biaxial and possesses cubic symmetry [1]. 
                                                 
1 Such situations arise for example when the magnitude of local ordering changes or when biaxiality is 
significant such as  near core of a disclination. 
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Fig. 2.1. Three possible types of liquid crystals: a) nematics have randomly positioned molecules 
which in average are locally aligned in common direction, b.) Smectics in addition to local 
alignment have arrangement in layers. Molecular arrangement within the layers is random, c) 
Cholesterics are essentially nematic structures with local orientation axis monotonously rotating 
in a fixed direction. 
 
 
2.2 Lagrange equations 
 
In most cases liquid crystals are considered in their statistical equilibrium. Therefore they 
can be represented with the thermodynamic free energy density F. This quantity is a 
bilinear scalar in n and contains its first derivatives [2]: 
 
F = (1/2)·[K1(div n)2 + K2(n·curl n + q)2 + K3(n × curl n)2],  (2.1) 
 
Nematic Smectic Cholesteric 
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where K1, K2, and K3 and independent elastic Frank constants (in Newtons). They depend 
on temperature and the typical magnitude of these constants is 10−12 N. Using the free 
energy, one can apply variation principle to find the equilibrium of liquid crystal 
medium: 
 
0=∫
V
FdVδ .     (2.2) 
 
The variation yields to the Lagrange equation 
 
0
)(
=∂∂− ikki n
F
n
F
δ
δ
δ
δ     (2.3) 
 
When anchoring is used one has to solve these equilibrium equations together with the 
boundary conditions:  
 
n(on the boundaries) = f(x,y,z),  |f(x,y,z)| = 1  (2.4) 
 
where f is a given vector-function. 
 
2.3 Dynamics of liquid crystals 
 
To describe the dynamics of liquid crystals the dissipative function is introduced [3]: 
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R = γ {(∂n/∂t)⋅(∂n/∂t)}/2.   (2.5) 
 
Here γ is the orientational viscosity in kg m–1 s–1 (typical values – 0.001-0.05 kg m–1 s–1). 
Then the director evolution is described with equation 
  
iik
k
i n
R
n
F
n
F
&δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
δ =∂∂− )( ,               (2.6) 
                            
After substituting Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5) into Eq. (2.6) one can write the evolution equation 
in terms of director n 
 
   ∂n/∂t = h/γ,               h = H − n (n·H).     (2.7)                          
 
Vector H is known as the “molecular field” before the procedure of its orthogonalization 
to local director n, while vector h is the “molecular field’ after that procedure. Cartesian 
components of H are 
 
Hi = (K1 − K2)∂i (∂α nα) + K2 (∂α∂α) ni – qK2 eαβγ (∂α∂µnµ) (∂βnγ) + (K3 – K2) {nαnβ (∂α∂β ni) 
+ nα (∂β nβ)(∂α ni) + nα (∂α nβ)(∂β ni) − nα (∂α nβ)(∂i nβ)}        (2.8) 
 
where q is the cholesteric direction rotation rate, and eαβγ is the completely antisymmetric 
tensor. The equilibrium condition is therefore h = 0. 
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2.4 Influence of static electric fields on liquid crystals 
 
Interaction of LCs with electric field E  described by the additional term 
−0.5ε0(ε|| − ε⊥)(E⋅n)2. This interaction tries to reduce the total energy of the system by 
aligning the director along (when ε|| > ε⊥) or normal (when ε|| < ε⊥) to the local field 
distribution. In planar structures application of cross-voltage results in realignment only if 
the voltage is greater than the threshold value (Figure 2.2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2. Freedericksz transition in a planar cell.  
 
Such threshold behavior is called Freedericksz transition. The value of transition voltage 
depends on specific geometry of the director distribution. For planar structure it is 
independent of thickness and is equal to V0 = {π2 K2  / [ε0 (ε|| − ε⊥)]}½. In structures where 
director distribution has a characteristic scale Λ the Freedericksz transition disappears if 
cell thickness is larger than ≈ Λ. 
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2.5 Structural defects in liquid crystals 
 
Equilibrium of liquid crystal is not necessarily described with a continuous director or 
order parameter [1]. For example, the situation where above a semi-plane the vector of 
director points in one direction and below it - in the opposite direction, has a 
discontinuity on the separating semi-plane. However, there is no discontinuity of physical 
properties since n and −n are physically equivalent. This type of discontinuity is 
physically irrelevant and is only a property of description. Along with these singularities 
there are singularities that are physically existent. For example, in planar case situations 
are possible when the total director twist along a loop L encircling around a given line is 
an semi-integer m of 2π (rad): ∫L δφ = 2πm. The director cannot be defined on these lines 
and such lines are called disclination lines. 
 
Disclination lines and points are not described by the dynamic Eqs. (2.6). This is because 
these equations contain odd degrees of director n and thus the direction of the vector 
matters. In order to avoid the direction issue one has introduce tensor Bik = ni nk bilinear 
in components of n and rewrite Eqs. (2.6) through this tensor using identity n2 = 1. 
Although this is in principle possible, an easier way to derive these equations is through 
the variation principle from the free energy F[B]: 
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Let us for a moment ignore the constraints such as BB ≡ 1. In order to avoid 
complications it is more convenient to include the constraints at a later stage. Then the 
variation equation is: 
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If ∂B/∂t = G, then tensor G has to satisfy the condition 
 
BG + GB = G        (2.11) 
 
since BB ≡ B. The only tensor made of U and B that satisfies this condition is 
 
G = BU + UB – 2BUB = BU + UB – 2B⋅Tr(BU)  (2.12) 
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Thus, tensor G is the generalized representation of the molecular field expressed in terms 
of tensor B. Equation ∂B/∂t = G together with Eqs. (2.10) and (2.12) completely describes 
the dynamics of nematics/LCs with disclinations. 
Influence of applied electric field can be taken into account using the electromagnetic 
interaction energy term 
 
)(
8
**
int kikiik
vac EEEEBF +ε∆ε−=∆  
 
 
As an example, we modeled a cell containing a m = 1 disclination line. We used  arbitrary 
initial director distribution and the boundary conditions, in which director accumulated a 
total phase 2π on the loop going through the boundaries. The final, steady, state of the 
cell is shown on Fig. (2.3). It is seen that this line proves to be unstable and decomposes 
into two separate disclinations each with m = 1/2. Interestingly, these disclinations repel 
each other. An interesting study on disclination stability was made in Ref. [4]. 
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Fig. 2.3 . Instability of disclination m = 1. Arbitrary initial director distribution was used and the 
boundary conditions in which director accumulated a phase 2π on the loop going through the 
boundaries were applied. The steady state of the cell shows that this line is unstable and 
decomposes into two separate disclinations each with m = 1/2 (both are marked with red dots). 
The two disclinations repel each other. 
 
To conclude, in this chapter we presented an overview of possible ways to describe 
equilibrium and dynamics of liquid crystal structures. Additionally, we discussed a 
method to describe structures containing topological defects. 
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CHAPTER THREE: REVIEW OF NONLINEAR 
PROPAGATION OF LIGHT THROUGH LIQUID 
CRYSTALS 
 
3.1 Equations of propagation 
 
Description of light propagation in medium begins with the two of the Maxwell 
equations  
t
B
c
Ecurl ∂
∂−=
rr 1   
t
E
c
Hcurl ∂
∂=
rr 1   (3.1) 
 
where magnetic permittivity was assumed to be equal to vacuum permittivity and 
any electric currents are assumed absent. Combining these equations one can 
obtain the following propagation equation: 
 
0)(1 2
2
2 =−∂
∂ Ecurlcurl
t
D
c
rr
,   where  k
vac
ik
i ED ε
ε= ,  (3.2) 
 
εik is the dielectric permittivity tensor and εvac is the dielectric permittivity of 
vacuum: εvac = 8.85⋅10−12 F/m.  Assuming now propagating wave with frequency 
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ω the equation may be approximated with the Helmholtz-type equation if 
anisotropy and incidence angles are small: 
 
022
2
=∇+ε
εω
ik
vac
ik EE
c
.    (3.3) 
 
In liquid crystals the dielectric permittivity tensor εik has the form 
 
])([ // kiikvacik nn⊥⊥ −+= εεδεεε ,    (3.4) 
 
where ni is the director component. 
 
Planar situations where the problem is homogeneous in one of the spatial 
dimensions are in many cases considered. In such case the director lies in a plane 
and is completely described by its angle with respect to a selected direction z. 
Then the director takes form 
 
]0),sin(),[cos( θθ=nr ,     (3.5) 
 
and hence to the omission of the extra spatial component the dielectric tensor is 
 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
θ−θ
θθε−ε+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ε+εε=ε ⊥⊥
2cos2sin
2sin2cos
210
01
2
////
vac .  (3.6) 
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Finally, the equation (2.3) for the two spatial components of Ei takes form: 
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⎡ θ−+θ−−+ω+∇ xyyy EnnEnnEnncE . (3.8) 
 
3.2 Material equations 
 
These propagation equations (3.7, 3.8) need to be solved in conjunction with the 
material equations describing interaction of light with the medium. These are 
obtained by including the interaction term into the free energy of the system and 
minimizing it. For the planar distribution of director (3.5) the dissipative function 
is 
2
2θγ &=R . In single-constant approximation the corresponding free energy and 
its variation are 2)(
2
θ∇= KF  and θδθ
δ 2∇= KF . The specific Frank constant Ki 
can in many cases be restored taking into account the geometry of the problem. 
Additionally, the interaction term expresses through the angle θ as 
2|cossin|
4
θ+θε∆ε−=∆ zxvac EEF . Here ⊥ε−ε=ε∆ // . Thus, the material 
equation for the dynamics of the planar director is 
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..]cossin 2*2* conjcompEEEE zxzx +θ−θ−   (3.9) 
 
Equations (3.7, 3.8) and (3.9) make a complete set for the class of propagation 
problems where the energy is exchanged between the propagating light and the 
material and where dissipation due to director reorientation is present. 
 
3.3 Giant optical nonlinearity of liquid crystals (GON) 
 
Liquid crystals have inherently large response to optical field. This large response 
was predicted, experimentally observed and studied in details by the team of 
Zeldovich, Tabiryan, Shkunov, see e.g. [1] and I.C. Khoo et al. [2]. Typical values 
of the nonlinear refractive index n2 are about 109 times greater than in regular 
nonlinear materials such as CS2. Here Innn 20 += and I is the intensity of light: 
I = 0.5 c n εvac |E|2.  
 
The origin of this large nonlinearity lies in softness of liquid crystals and their 
ability to realign with respect to applied electric field. Let us for example consider 
a planar nematic cell in which light is propagating at 45° angle. The propagating 
light induces a torque τr  acting on the molecules: 
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EnEnEP vac
rrrrrrr ×∆=×= ])([ εετ .  (3.10) 
 
The volume average value of this torque can well be approximated by  
 
)2/(5.0 2 cnIEvac εεετ ∆>=<∆>=<    (3.11) 
 
This torque must be balanced by the counter-torque of elastic forces, whose 
approximate value is δθπ>=τ< 2)/( LKe , where L is the cell thickness and δθ  is 
the corresponding reorientation angle. The value of δθ  can be found by 
equalizing the two torques: )2/()/( 2 KcnLI πε∆=δθ . Further, the corresponding 
value of small refractive index change caused by reorientation δθ  can be found 
using )(cos)(sin/)( 2222 θ+θ=θ oeoe nnnnn . By doing this one eventually has 
)24/()( 2//
2
2 KcnLn εε∆= . For typical nematic quantities this number is about n2 ≈ 
10–9 – 10–8  m2/ Watt. The actual nonlinear refractive index depends on setup 
geometry and in this sense does not represent intrinsic properties of the material. 
 
3.4 Grating-type optical nonlinearity 
 
Interesting phenomena arise when two waves interact through GON [1]. Consider 
the case when two linearly polarized plane waves are incident on a planar cell. 
The two waves record a grating in the cell through GON. If additionally the 
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incident waves satisfy the Bragg-condition, they diffract on the induced grating. 
In such case the two waves are e- and o-polarized, so the total field can be written 
as 
 
E = exAexp(ikAz) + eyBexp(ikBz).  (3.12) 
 
Then the propagation equations (3.7, 3.8) become 
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Ed
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=θε∆ω+ω+ xyy EcEncdz
Ed
,    (3.14) 
 
and the material equation (3.9) becomes 
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4
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2
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yxyx
vac EEEE
dz
dK +ε∆ε=θ−     (3.15) 
 
where the unperturbed director is assumed to be θ0 = 0°. The grating amplitude 
θ(z) can be decomposed into two components by  
 
θ(z) = [µ(z)exp(iqz) + µ*(z)exp(−iqz)],          q = ke − ko.   (3.16) 
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Then the phase-matching conditions are automatically satisfied and the grating 
amplitude can be obtained: *24 yx
vac EE
Kq
ε∆ε=µ . Substituting this into the 
propagation equations gives 
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Thus, the influence of the induced grating results in the change of wave-vectors of 
the two propagating waves: 
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From these equations the magnitude of the nonlinear refractive index can be 
estimated: 2
2
2
22
2 4
1
cKqn
nnn oe ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
ε
−≈ . This GON-based nonlinearity differs from 
the GON nonlinearity itself by the geometry-dependent factor 1/(qL)2. This factor 
typically takes values of 1/1000 – 1/100. 
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3.5 Stimulated scattering of light by liquid crystals 
  
In the GRON process discussed above the two waves had the same frequency and 
influenced each other by changing their respective phase velocities. Different 
behavior is exhibited when the two waves have different frequencies [3-6]: 
 
E = exAexp(ikAz − ωt) + eyBexp(ikBz − ωt + Ωt).  (3.23) 
 
Here Ω is a small frequency shift, Ω/ω << 1, but comparable with the nonlinear 
response time: Ω ≈ Kq2/γ. In this case the propagation equations (3.17) and (3.18) 
are valid to the first order in Ω/ω and with the difference that the full derivative 
now becomes partial. The change of wave-vector is still described by equation 
(3.19). On the other hand the material equation now includes an additional term: 
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If now  θ(z,t) = [µ(z)exp(iqz − iΩt) + µ*(z)exp(−iqz + iΩt)], then *2 )(4 yx
vac EE
iKq Ωγ−
ε∆ε≈µ . 
This equation differs from the earlier one by substitution 2Kq  → Ωγ− iKq2 . Thus the 
wave-vector acquires an imaginary part 
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This means that if Ω > 0 power is transferred from wave B to wave A Fig (3.1), 
and vice versa and the intensity gain coefficients are 
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There is no power transfer if Ω = 0. The gain coefficient depends on wave 
intensity and is achieves maximum at Ω = Γ. For input intensity I (W/m2) the 
typical value of the gain coefficient is G ≈ 10−4 I or 10−3 I. For an I = 2.5 108 
W/m2 and a cell 1 mm thick such gain gives the total gain exp(gz) = exp(12.5) = 
2.5 105. 
 
This large gain reduces the necessary threshold intensity for which the process of 
OSS can start. In fact, it usually does not require a initiating signal B. Due to 
relatively intense molecular scattering in LCs the process can self-start from the 
seed of the scattered light that meets the phase matching conditions.  
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Fig. 3.1. Power transfer from the high-power pump to the low-power Stokes shifted signal 
through orientational stimulated scattering in nematics. 
 
In this chapter a general review of nonlinear optical properties of liquid crystals has 
been given. Some of these properties will be considered later in the work. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: BEAM COMBINING AND CLEAN-UP 
USING ORIENTATIONAL STIMULATED SCATTERING 
IN NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTALS 
 
4.1 Beam combining scheme 
 
Typical output of existing high-power cw lasers is multimode and has poor phase and 
intensity profiles. However, a number of applications require high-power cw laser beams 
of diffraction-limited quality. Conventional pinhole beam clean-up technique would 
result in significant loss of power. In order to avoid this, other techniques must be used 
[1-3]. One such set of beam clean-up techniques is based on use of stimulated scattering 
processes [3-8]. Recent experiments demonstrated that high conversion efficiency can be 
achieved with Orientational Stimulated Scattering (OSS) in Nematic Liquid Crystals [9-
16] (NLC). This makes OSS attractive for beam clean-up, as well as for combining a 
number of beams in the scheme Master Oscillator – several parallel Power Amplifiers 
[17-18], Figure (4.1). 
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Fig. 4.1 Master-Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) scheme for beam combining. The source 
beam is split into a number of beamlets which are separately amplified (solid lines) and the signal, 
which undergoes spatial cleaning (dotted line). The beamlets are then combined in the combining 
element. 
 
We consider a scheme for such application and study it by numerically modeling the 
process (Fig. 4.2). Strong pump wave A is generally degraded with spatial amplitude and 
phase distortions. This pump illuminates the NLC cell. High-quality Stokes-shifted weak 
signal B, coherent with A, illuminates the cell at a small angle with respect to wave A. As 
a result of nonlinear interaction between the two waves through the NLC, energy transfer 
occurs from the pump beam to the signal beam. The remarkable property of such transfer 
is that the signal tends to retain its smooth phase front and amplitude shape after the 
amplification, even when pump distortions are quite large. Provided that high conversion 
Amplifier 
Beam combining 
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Amplifier 
Amplifier 
Spatial filter + 
Frequency shifter 
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efficiency is achieved, this property makes OSS attractive for beam clean-up and 
combining. The research given in this chapter explores this statement and justifies it. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.2. Illustration of the operation principle of beam clean-up using Orientational Stimulated 
Scattering (OSS). Strong pump wave is generally degraded with spatial distortions of amplitude 
and phase. This pump illuminates the NLC cell. High-quality Stokes-shifted weak signal, 
coherent with the pump, illuminates the cell at a small angle with respect to the pump wave. As a 
result of nonlinear interaction between the two waves through the nematic cell, energy transfer 
occurs from the pump beam to the signal beam. The remarkable property of such transfer is that 
the signal tends to retain its smooth phase front and amplitude shape after the amplification, even 
when pump distortions are quite large. 
 
4.2 Plane wave equations for forward OSS 
 
Equations describing the process of OSS of plane waves are [13-16] 
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   ∂A/∂z = i(ω0na/c)θ*B,     (4.1) 
   ∂B/∂z = i(ω0na/c)θA,     (4.2) 
   ∂θ/∂t + Γθ = (2n⋅naεvac/η)A*B.     (4.3) 
 
Here A(z, t) is the amplitude of the pump wave and B(z, t) is the amplitude of the signal 
wave, for definiteness both in Volt/m. We assume the pump A to be of extraordinary 
polarization, and the signal B to be of ordinary polarization. Besides that θ(z, t) is the 
amplitude of the induced grating in radians: 
 
θreal(z, t) = [θ(z, t)exp(−iqz) + θ*(z, t)exp(iqz)],          q = ω0na/c,        na=ne–no, 
 
na is the anisotropic part of refractive index, n≈(ne+no)/2. Also Γ is the relaxation constant 
of the grating: Γ(1/sec)=q2K22/η, where K22 (Newton) is the Frank constant of the nematic, 
η [kg/(m⋅sec)] is the orientational viscosity, εvac = 8.85⋅10−12 F/m. Equations (4.1-4.2) 
preserve total Poynting vector:  
 
Sz(W/m2) ≡ SA + SB ≈ 0.5cnεvac[|A(z,t)|2+|B(z,t)|2] = const. 
 
If the signal is frequency-shifted by Ω with respect to pump, so that A(z=0, t) = 
A0exp(−iω0t) and B(z=0, t) = B0exp(−iω0t+iΩt), the optimum power transfer A→B occurs 
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when Ω = Γ. Indeed, in this case the steady-state solution of the equation Eq. (4.3) for the 
complex amplitude of the grating θ is  
 
θ = (2n⋅naεvac/η)[Γ+iΩ]−1 A*Bexp(iΩt).       (4.4) 
 
As a result, the energy transfer rate and cross-phase modulation (CPM) rate are described 
by the following equations: 
 
  ABA SGSdz
dS )(−= ,   BAB SGSdz
dS )(+= ,  (4.5) 
 Ω
Γ= )( BA GSdz
dϕ ,   Ω
Γ= )( AB GSdz
dϕ .   (4.6) 
Here 
G = Gmax 2ΩΓ/(Ω2 + Γ2),     Gmax = 4/ω0K22 = 2λvac/πcK22. 
 
Interaction constant Gmax has dimensions of [meter/Watt]. It is worth noting that the 
steady-state gain constant Gmax turned out to be independent on the refractive index 
anisotropy na=ne–no. Interesting balance takes place here. Given the field strengths, the 
influence of the fields upon the director, i.e. the torque, is proportional to na. Besides that, 
the reverse effect of the influence of the director’s twist δθ on o↔e-waves’ scattering is 
also proportional to na. On the other hand, larger na leads to shorter period of the twist 
grating, which in its turn leads to the restoring force proportional to (na)2. Independence 
of Gmax on na is the result of this delicate balance. However, one “has to pay” for smaller 
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interaction strength at small na. Namely, the build-up time grows proportionally to 1/Γ ∝ 
1/na2 at small na. 
Let us return to the OSS equations (4.1-4.3) for two waves with mutual frequency shift Ω. 
In this case, the steady-state solution is well-known [14-16] for the values of the Poynting 
vector SA(z) and SB(z). Corresponding solution for the amplitudes has also to take into 
account the effect of CPM: 
 
A(z,t)=C{0.5[1−tanh(gz/2)]}½exp{i[gz/4+0.5ln[cosh(gz/2)]]−iω0t},  (4.7) 
B(z,t)= C{0.5[1+tanh(gz/2)]}½ exp{i[gz/4−0.5ln[cosh(gz/2)]]−i(ω0−Ω)t}, (4.8) 
  θ(z,t)= {2n⋅naεvac/[ηΓ(1+i)]}⋅[A*(z,t)B(z,t)].    (4.9) 
 
Here C = (2Sz/cnεvac)0.5, and g is the maximum gain coefficient (1/meters, with respect to 
intensity): g ≡ g(Ω=Γ) = GmaxSz, and we assumed in equations (2.7-2.9) that Ω = +Γ. 
 
4.3 Dynamics of forward OSS of plane waves. 
 
Temporal dynamics of the OSS can be analytically described in the so-called undepleted 
pump approximation when power transfer is small: A(z,t) = A0. Then one can look for the 
solution of B(z,t) and θ(z,t) in the form B(z,t) = b(z,t)eiΩt and θ(z,t) = µ(z,t)eiΩt. If the 
envelope b(z,t) is assumed to vary slowly at the time scale 1/Γ, then one can reduce the 
system Eqs. (4.2, 4.3) to the approximate equation: 
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∂b/∂z + [iρ|A0|2/(Γ + iΩ)2](∂b/∂t) ≈ [iρ|A0|2 /(Γ + iΩ)]b, 
 
where ρ = (ω0na/c)(2n⋅naεvac/η). This equation describes propagation of a weak signal 
wave with group velocity vg, so that vg−1 = iρ|A0|2/(Γ+iΩ)2, when gain is present. This 
quantity vg−1 is real for the frequency component with highest gain, i.e. when Ω = Γ and 
is equal to vg−1 = gmax/2Γ, where gmax = ρ|A0|2/Γ. It is worth mentioning that the 
relationship vg−1 = gmax/2Γ holds true for the most general case of mixed Brillouin-type 
and thermal-type stimulated scattering, i.e. when ∂θ/∂t + Γθ = (α + iβ)A*B. 
 
Build-up time Tbuild-up of the steady-state for required medium thickness L can be 
estimated by using approximation |B(L)|2 ≈ |B0|2 exp(gmaxL) ≈ |A0|2. That yields the 
estimate gmaxL ≈ ln[|A0|2/|B0|2] and therefore the build-up time14 Tbuild-up = L/vg ≈ 
(1/Γ)⋅ln[|A0|/|B0|]. Based on these equations one could expect that once the steady-state is 
reached, the energy transfer will be stabilized.  
 
In the study performed by B.Ya. Zeldovich and C.C. Tsai it was found that the process of 
interaction of two waves exhibits instability. Even in the case of Stokes-shifted signal B 
the original power transfer A → B changed at some distance into back transfer of the 
power, B → A. The region free of the back transfer of power increased with time. In this 
work we undertook detailed study of the dynamics of nonlinear process of A ↔ B power 
transfer. Below we present the result of this study. 
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We numerically modeled the dynamics of OSS using Eqs. (4.1-4.3). An example with 
initial conditions A(z=0, t)=0.995C, B(z=0, t)=0.1Cexp(iΩt), and θ(z, t=0)=0 is shown in 
Fig. 4.2. These initial conditions correspond to the intensity of input signal at the level 
|B0(z=0,t)|2 = 0.01|A0(z=0,t)|2. The values of total interaction length and time are 
characterized by gmaxz = 50, Γt = 50. The steady-state solution (4.7-4.9) can be 
recognized and its region where |A|=|B| is marked with the dashed line (the horizontal line 
at the Figures 4.3, a-f). Additionally, it can be seen from Fig 4.3 that the initial instability 
of spatial distribution is gradually supplanted by the steady-state picture. 
 
  
  
 
a) intensity |A(z,t)|2 of pump plane wave A 
b) intensity |B(z,t)|2 of signal plane wave B 
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c) amplitude |θ(z,t)| of the induced grating 
d) phase arg[A(z,t)] of pump plane wave A 
e) phase arg[B(z,t)] of pump plane wave B 
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Fig. 4.3. Dynamics of interaction of plane waves A(z,t) and B(z,t) through OSS. The values of 
total interaction length and time are characterized by gmaxz = 80, Γt = 80. 
 
Our modeling shows that situation is actually more complicated due to the effects of 
back-conversion B→A. We observed that the region of the B→A back-conversion process 
moves in +z direction with constant speed v, which approaches v ≈ Γ/(2.1gmax), if B0 is 
small enough, see Fig. 4.2. It should be emphasized that this velocity is about four times 
slower than the formal group velocity vg= 2Γ/gmax. Indeed, the dotted line marks the 
region where |A|=|B| in the B→A back-conversion process, and the tilt of that line agrees 
with the numerical value 2.1 above. From Fig. 4.2d, which shows the evolution of the 
phase of A-wave, one can see that B→A conversion process is initiated by the onset of 
second Stokes component, i.e. by the wave A modulated with phase factor 
exp(2iΩt)≡exp(2iΓt). The first B→A back-conversion process is followed by the cascaded 
generation of third-, fourth-, etc. Stokes components.  
 
f) phase arg[θ(z,t)] of induced grating θ 
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Another interesting observation is that the z-distributions of |A(z,t0)|, |B(z,t0)|, and |θ(z,t0)| 
in B→A conversion process at any given moment t0 with high accuracy repeat the shapes 
of the steady-state solution (4.7-4.9). Moreover, the profiles of |A(z,t)|, |B(z,t)|, and |θ(z,t)| 
have the form of a solitary wave with the (z−vt)-dependence. To demonstrate this, we 
show on Figure 4.4 the dependence of functions |θ(z, t0)| on z at a fixed time t0 and |θ(z0, 
−t)| on t at a fixed position z0. The shapes of these two functions are to high accuracy 
identical if the propagation velocity is chosen to be v = Γ/(2.1gmax). The more so, the 
profile |θ(z, t0)| at a fixed time t0 agrees very well with z-dependence Eq. (4.9) of |θ(z)| in 
the steady-state solution. In this sense, we may say that a soliton-type propagating self-
similar solution was found numerically. Unfortunately, our attempts to find such solution 
in analytical form did not yet yield a positive result.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4. Self-similar character of reverse B→A power transfer. Functions |θ(z, t0)| versus gz 
(solid line) and |θ(z0, −t)| versus Γt/2.1 (dotted line) very accurately coincide with each other. This 
confirms the self-similar nature of the found solution. 
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The results of numeric modeling allow estimating the requirements on the medium and 
on the intensities of interacting waves. Requirement of good steady-state A → B power 
transfer yields gL ≥ ln[|A0|2/|B0|2]. The build-up of the steady state requires that time T is 
large enough: T ≥ (1/2Γ)ln[|A0|2/|B0|2]. Finally, to prevent the back-conversion of signal 
into pump, the product of operation thickness L1 of the NLC cell times Poynting vector of 
the incident radiation Sz should satisfy inequality SzL1 ≤ ΓT/(2.1G). 
 
4.4 Beam combining and cleanup 
 
Equations (4.1-4.3) can be generalized to describe beam propagation and to include their 
diffraction. We will consider the diffraction with respect to one transverse coordinate x 
only, and assume that the role of the derivative ∂2θ/∂x2 of the orientational grating is 
negligibly small. Then 
 
   ∂A/∂z – [ic/2ω0no](∂2A/∂x2) = i(ω0na/c)θ*B,   (4.10) 
   ∂B/∂z – [ic/2ω0(no2/ne)](∂2B/∂x2)= i(ω0na/c)θA,  (4.11) 
    ∂θ/∂t + Γθ = (2n⋅naεvac/η)A*B.    (4.12) 
 
A possible mutual tilt of beams can be included into the boundary conditions. There is a 
deep engineering reason to choose the signal wave B as ordinary polarized, and thus the 
pump wave to be of extraordinary polarization. Indeed, it was shown theoretically [19] 
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and in a physical experiment [20] that the o-wave is not distorted by possible 
inhomogeneity of the NLC. Good quality of the wavefront of the ordinary wave 
transmitted in linear optical regime through a NLC cell was also confirmed [17]. Such 
choice of A and B waves is accounted for by the difference of the coefficients of the two 
diffraction terms in Equations (4.10) and (4.11). 
 
Here we are considering the following beam combining scheme. The beam of the Master 
Oscillator is split into a number of beamlets, which are separately amplified (Master 
Oscillator - Power Amplifier - MOPA), Fig. 4.5. Solid arrow-lines represent the pump 
beamlets which are separately amplified and directed onto the beam combiner. The 
dashed line represents the signal. Signal is not amplified, but is filtered for high quality. 
The amplified beams are then directed into the NLC cell each under its own angular tilt. 
While the individual beams are being separately amplified, their optical paths are kept 
approximately equal to maintain coherence. Additionally, it is assumed that the 
amplifiers do not completely destroy mutual coherence of all beamlets and the signal. 
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Laser source 
Beam combining 
element 
Amplifier 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.5 Master-Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) scheme for beam combining. The source 
beam is split into a number of beamlets which are separately amplified (solid lines) and the signal, 
which undergoes spatial cleaning (dotted line). The beamlets are then combined in the combining 
element. 
 
Another possible scheme is presented on Figure 4.6 [21]. The goal of this scheme is to 
combine light from a stack of low-power diode lasers through self-starting process of 
OSS. Light from the stack is incident on the cell and no signal beam is present. Instead, 
the cell is placed in a cavity with a tilted optical axis. Authors of ref [21] hope that the 
signal beam will be initiated as a mode of the cavity and carry the “intercepted” power 
out through the output coupler. The pump beamlets are supposed to be coherent with one 
another. Moreover, this self-started signal may phase-lock the individual, initially 
incoherent pump beamlets and thus solve the problem of their coherence. 
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Fig. 4.6. Light from a stack of low-power diode lasers is suggested ref[21] to be combined 
through self-starting process of OSS. Authors of ref [21] hope that the signal beam will be 
initiated as a mode of the cavity and carry the “intercepted” power out through the output coupler. 
This self-started signal may phase-lock the individual, initially incoherent pump beamlets and 
thus solve the problem of their coherence. 
 
In general, typical outcome of our scheme Figure 4.2 does not fulfill the purpose of beam 
combining. The output signal is either amplified well, but has poor wave-front, or has a 
good wave-front but is poorly amplified. Moreover, given the fixed time interval, the 
back-transfer effects may additionally deteriorate the power transfer. It was the purpose 
of this work to find and design the particular conditions, in which both power transfer and 
wave-front quality of the outgoing signal are good. 
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Following the described MOPA scheme, we take the pump to be a sum of beams, each 
with its own tilt angle αj, a constant arbitrary phase φj, and a weight mj. Power transfer is 
better is these beamlets have rather flat intensity profiles. We assume these profiles to be 
super-Gaussian: 
 
 A(x,z=0,t) = [2Sz(1-d)/cnε0]0.5exp[-(x/a)4] ∑(mj/M)exp[i(ϕj+ωnαjx/c)], (4.13) 
 
where M = (∑mj2)0.5, see Fig. 4.7.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.7. Schematic representation of the numerical experiment 
 
Parameter d is a dimensionless intensity parameter such that 0≤d≤1 and 
|B(x,z=0,t)|2 ≈ d⋅|A(x,z=0,t)|2. Typical numbers of this parameter used in our modeling 
were about 0.01 – 0.05. When the number of the mutually coherent beams N is large (in 
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fact, 3 or more), such field A(x,z=0,t) has speckle-profile. Various effects of speckle-
structure on the nonlinear optical processes were considered in [14,22].  
 
When angles αj are equidistant, the interference of the beamlets’ common spatial Fourier 
components produces large input variations of intensity. A typical picture which arises in 
such case is shown on Figure 4.8. These large intensity variations reduce the power 
transfer and introduce substantial CPM, distorting the phase profile of the signal. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.8. Parasitic effect of the large input intensity variations arising due to equidistant angular 
distribution of individual beamlets. This effect can be highly reduced by choosing non-equidistant 
incidence angle geometry. Additionally, one can see that the power back-transfer is still present in 
the cell, which suggests either using longer time response or reducing cell’s thickness. 
 
The pump Eq. (4.13) has smaller interference peaks of intensity, if the beam angular tilts 
αj are not equidistant. Particularly good results were obtained by an arrangement where 
αj = α⋅j2. Furthermore, the signal wave is taken as 
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  B(x, z=0,t) = [2Sz d/cnε0]0.5exp[-(x/b)4] exp[iωnβx/c],  (4.14) 
 
where β is the tilt angle of the propagation direction of the signal.  
 
To describe the quality of beam combining we define dimensionless coefficient P of 
power transfer from pump to signal as: 
        [ ] ∫∫∫ ==−== dxzxAdxzxBdxLzxBP z 222 )0,()0,(),( .                 (4.15) 
 
Here the fields are taken at a moment after steady-state was achieved. Additionally, the 
effectiveness of clean-up process is characterized by the dimensionless fidelity F of the 
output signal: 
[ ]∫ ∫∫ ′′=′′′=′=⋅== xdLzxBxdLzxBdxLzxBLzxBF zzzz 2prop22*prop ),(),(),(),(  , (4.16) 
 
where Bprop(x, Lz) is the field of signal beam propagated at distance Lz without interaction 
with pump. Here again, the fields are taken at a moment after steady-state was achieved. 
Following these definitions, the diffraction-limited portion R of energy transferred into 
the signal wave is equal to the product R = P⋅F. In general it is impossible to achieve 
highest conversion efficiency R by maximizing P and F separately. One must, therefore, 
examine the tradeoff between these quantities as the parameters of the system change. 
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Although the energy transfer has a maximum when the incidence angles are small, such 
arrangement does not produce high fidelity since new spatial components are excited in 
the signal. On the other hand, the incidence angles are limited since at high angles the 
power transfer is reduced. Moreover, equation Eq. (4.3) for the grating θ is valid for |β−α| 
< na/n only, since we neglected the transverse derivative 22 /θ x∂∂ , which is proportional 
to (β − α)2, in comparison with longitudinal derivative 22 /θ z∂∂ , which is proportional to 
na2. 
 
Here are the observations that we made as a result of multiple numerical experiments for 
different input beams: 
a) When the mutual tilt |β−α| increases, the power transfer decreases and fidelity 
increases. However, the product of power transfer and fidelity does not change much. 
b) Range of transverse intensity variations of the input pump is smaller if the tilt angles 
αj of overlapping pump beams are not-equidistant. Very good results were produced 
with quadratic arrangement of tilt angles, αj ∝ j2.  
c) Increasing the frequency shift Ω of the Stokes component in comparison with its 
optimum value (Ω = Γ) allows to reduce the effects CPM. 
d) Input pump intensity controls the gain. If it is too large, the back-conversion begins. 
e) Larger power transfer occurs when the pump A is narrower than signal B. 
f) Super-Gaussian transverse envelopes of the beams produced better results. 
We also tried using the simple Gaussian profiles of pump and signal as an input. It was 
the result of our modeling that Gaussian profile didn’t allow to reach good power transfer 
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coefficient P. If pump power was low, good transfer was reached only at the center of the 
beam. On the contrary, if the pump power was high, power transfer was good in the 
wings, but the center exhibited back-transfer from the signal to the pump. Therefore one 
of the results of our modeling is the recommendation to use intensity-flattened, i.e. super-
Gaussian beams both for pump and for signal. 
 
Quality a) arises due to the effects of CPM. When signal propagates through the cell each 
speckle element of the pump introduces a phase change. With larger range of incidence 
angles the signal traverses more speckles and thus the total contribution of phase change 
across the signal is volume averaged. This way the fidelity increases. Power transfer, on 
the other hand, is largest when mutual tilt angles are zero. 
 
An example of beam combining and clean-up in a situation where the aforementioned 
conditions are satisfied is shown on Figures 4.9, 4.10. Here speckle-beam of pump was 
transferring its power to super-Gaussian signal beam in a cell 1 mm thick. In this 
numerical experiment typical numbers for NLC were used, particularly na = 0.2. The 
signal had 0.14 rad angular tilt with respect to the normal of the surface (inside the 
medium), and the pump was composed of six similar beams of equal power whose tilts θj 
were arranged in the following manner: θj = 0.004⋅j2 for j = 1,2,3, and θj = −0.004⋅j2 for j 
= 4,5,6. Average Poynting vectors of the input pump and signal were 
SA ≈ 2.5⋅107 [W/m2] ≡ 2.5 [KW/cm2], and SB ≈ 0.02SA. The resulting power transfer was 
94% and fidelity was 96%. Thus the efficiency of conversion of pump into diffraction-
quality component of the output was about 90%. In this modeling the frequency shift 
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Ω/2π = Γ/2π was about 13 Hz, so that 1/Γ = 12 millisecond, and build-up time was about 
T ≈ 13/Γ ≈ 0.16 sec. 
 
  
(a)       (b) 
Fig. 4.9. Steady-state intensity distributions under the OSS in a 1-mm thick NLC cell. (a) six 
overlapping and interfering pump beamlets, (b) amplified signal. Power transfer coefficient P = 
0.94, fidelity F = 0.96. 
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(a)       (b) 
 
 
(c)       (d) 
 
Fig. 4.10. Spatial x-profiles for the following quantities: (a) input pump intensity, (b) amplified 
output signal intensity, (c) phase of input pump, (d) phase of amplified output signal. Input signal 
was a super-Gaussian beam, i.e. had perfectly smooth amplitude profile and plane wavefront.  
 
Both the resulting intensity profile and phase profile of the output amplified signal 
(Fig. 4.10a, 4.10b) are quite smooth in comparison with those of input pump. The output 
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signal profile may suffer very slight asymmetry caused by mutual tilt of the beams. The 
phase profile of the output signal (Fig. 4.10d) suffers the effects of CPM, which are more 
pronounced only in the beam’s wings. However, the central region of the signal beam has 
a flat phase profile. The effects of CPM can be significantly reduced by relatively small 
increase of the frequency shift Ω of the Stokes-component in comparison with Γ. Further, 
if necessary, the planar wavefront can be restored in the wings as well from this smooth 
wavefront. Our modeling has also shown that the signal shape and wavefront were 
reasonably stable with respect to temporal fluctuations of the pump. 
 
After seeing these results many asked us the following question. Spatial coherence of the 
beams entering the cell is poor. On the other hand, the coherence of the exiting beams is 
higher. This fact leaves the impression of total entropy decrease in this process. In order 
to resolve this paradox one has to consider the steady-state build-up process (recall that 
the time reversal symmetry violation is caused by the ∂θ/∂t term in Eq. (4.12)). In the 
initial state the incident beams carry entropy. However, the nematic does not: no grating 
has been formed yet and the director is homogeneous in all volume. After the steady-state 
has been achieved, the entropy contribution of the beams is reduced. In the meantime, the 
nematic is now in an excited state. The total entropy of the system is still not less than 
what it was before the beginning of the beam combination process. We did not perform 
the actual computation of the total entropy to show absence of reduction, but knowing 
that the equations being solved here come from the first principles, such entropy 
computation would reduce to a simple check of the postulate of thermodynamics. 
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4.5 Conclusions to chapter four 
 
To conclude, we have demonstrated the possibility of beam combining and clean-up by 
modeling the build-up process and the steady state of OSS in NLC. We showed that high 
power transfer and fidelity can be achieved. Besides that, the shape and the wave-front of 
the amplified output signal are robust with respect to amplitude and phase distortions of 
the input pump. We found that the process is limited in longitudinal direction due to the 
emerging back-transfer of the power from amplified signal back into the pump wave.  
 
However, making a real device working on OSS in LC may still raise a number of 
problems. These include: 1) director fluctuations, which lead to molecular scattering, 2) 
self-focusing of extraordinary pump wave, which may be interpreted as influence of 
higher-order terms in Eqs.( 4.1-4.3), 3) the need of good optical quality of the LC cell. In 
[9,17] a number of experiments on OSS with LC cell of variable thickness, from 100 µm 
to 1000 µm was actually performed. Transmission of the waves and quality of LC 
orientation somewhat deteriorated towards larger thickness, but still was satisfactory even 
at 1000 µm. Especially good was the quality of transmitted ordinary wave [9,17].  
In summary, Orientational Stimulated Scattering in nematic liquid crystals promises good 
prospects for beam combining and clean-up. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: PERIODUCALLY ALIGNED NEMATIC 
LIQUID CRYSTAL AND ITS OPTICAL APPLICATIONS 
 
5.1 Transverse-periodically aligned nematic structure 
 
Technology of projection displays exhibited enormous progress in the past decade. In 
particular, Liquid Crystal-based projection Displays (projection LCDs), [1, 2], actively 
compete with the Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) [3], and with older 
technologies like projection from the screens of Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs), [4]. 
An interesting subset of the design of the projection LCDs is connected with the 
following idea. In the “off” state of a pixel, the illuminating beam is diffracted at a 
considerable angle. As a result the beam is blocked by an aperture positioned downstream 
of the light propagation, [5-9]. The pixel can be switched into the “on” state by 
eliminating the diffraction using a controlling agent; typically a locally applied electric 
field. One of the problems in the above design of the projection displays is the 
requirement of very strong suppression of the intensity left in the zeroth diffraction order 
in the “off” state, so that high contrast ratio may be achieved. 
 
In this work we propose the use of an LC cell with a specific orientation of director. 
Namely, we suggest using a cell, with its director’s azimuth monotonously rotating as a 
function of one of the transverse coordinates. When the cell locally constitutes a “half-
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wave plate” with respect to polarization, the diffraction of incident light from the incident 
diffraction order is complete. Additional advantage of this design of the element of a 
projection LCD is that it utilizes both polarizations of incident light. 
 
5.2 Principle of operation of projection display element 
 
We consider nematic liquid crystal, confined inside a layer 0 < z < L, with the azimuth of 
the director n monotonously rotating in transverse direction x, Figure 1, so that a periodic 
structure  
 
        n = n0(x) = {cos(qx), sin(qx), 0},          q = 2π/Λ,                                            (5.1) 
 
is realized. Here Λ is the director’s period. Since NLC’s vector of director n and its 
negative, −n, are physically equivalent, physical properties of such NLC are modulated 
with the period Λ/2. Such NLC is locally birefringent, with the optical axis lying in (x, y)-
plane and rotating along the x direction. Let’s consider the effect of this birefringence on 
normally incident light using the Jones matrix analysis. 
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Fig. 5.1. Orientation of a Nematic Liquid Crystal in a planar cell 0 ≤ z ≤ L, with the azimuth ϕ(x) 
of the director monotonously growing along the transverse coordinate: ϕ(x) = qx. Figure 5.1a: top 
view. Figure 5.1b: side view. 
 
According to Jones matrix formulation, the evolution of electric field E(z) along the 
propagation direction is given by 
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Here E(z) is slowly varying envelope of the electric field at the optical frequency ω, 
 
Ereal(x,z, t) = 0.5[E(x,z)exp(−iωt + ikz) + compl. conj.]. 
 
Matrix T represents phase retardation by the birefringent medium with refractive indexes 
no and ne, respectively. It should be written in local coordinate system attached to the 
director, so that  
xΛ
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z
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y 
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κ = π·(ne – no)/λ.          (5.3) 
Here 2κ⋅z is the phase retardation between the two polarizations, and λ is the wavelength 
in vacuum. Thus the evolution of the electric field with distance is given by 
 
Ex(x, z) = [cos(z·κ) + icos(2qx)sin(z·κ)]Ex(z=0) + isin(2qx)sin(z·κ)Ey(z=0), 
Ey(x, z) = isin(2qx)sin(z·κ)Ex(z=0) + [cos(z·κ) − icos(2qx)sin(z·κ)]Ey(z=0). 
 
These relations can be written in terms of circularly-polarized components:  
 
                           R = Ex − iEy ,            L = Ex + iEy,                                                    (5.4) 
L(x, z)= cos(z·κ) L(z=0) + i·exp(2iqx) sin(z·κ) R(z=0) 
R(x, z) = cos(z·κ) R(z=0) + i·exp(−2iqx) sin(z·κ) L(z=0) 
If we assume 
 
L(x, z)= L0(z)+ L1(z)exp(2iqx) and R(x, z)= R0(z)+ R−1(z)exp(−2iqx),                 (5.5) 
then  
R0(z) = cos(z·κ) R0(0) + i sin(z·κ) L1(0); 
L1(z) = cos(z·κ) L1(0)  + i sin(z·κ) R0(0).     (5.6) 
R−1(z) = cos(z·κ) R−1 (0) + i sin(z·κ) L0(0); 
L0(z) = cos(z·κ) L0(0) + i sin(z·κ) R−1 (0),    (5.7) 
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Relationships (5.6, 5.7) describe the process of coupling between two circularly-polarized 
waves, R and L, propagating in the modulated NLC. It shows that only the plus first and 
minus first diffraction orders are generated by the device. If the thickness of the cell L 
satisfies the condition of half-wave plate,  
 
L(ne – no) = λ/2, i.e. κ⋅L =π/2, 
 
then all power of incident wave with right circular polarization is transferred into the 
(+1st) diffraction order, and that diffraction order acquires left circular polarization. 
Similarly, incident wave with left circular polarization is 100% transferred into the (−1st) 
diffraction order, and that diffraction order acquires right circular polarization, 
 
                   R−1(z=L) = iL0(z=0),          L1(z=L) = iR0(z=0).                                           (5.8) 
 
This important property of the sinusoidally aligned NLC has been previously discussed 
[5.10-5.12]. It constitutes the basis of the use of the NLC structure Eq. (5.1) as an element 
of a projection display. In configuration shown on Figure 5.2 we propose a possible 
design of such display cell. Transparent electrodes are attached to the cell surfaces. When 
no voltage is applied and the NLC structure is periodically aligned, the waves do diffract 
and can be blocked with an aperture. In this case the cell works in the “off” regime. The 
cell can be switched to the “on” regime by application of voltage sufficiently high to 
destroy the periodic structure. Then the NLC cell becomes homogeneous, light is not 
diffracted, and passes through the aperture.  
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Fig. 5.2. Design of a pixel of projection display with periodically aligned nematic liquid crystal 
cell: dark state (left), and bright state (right). 
 
 When no voltage is applied to the cell, 100% diffraction of light of both polarizations 
into ±1–st orders results in their elimination by an aperture of the projection lens. 
Application of voltage results in suppression of diffraction and thus in the bright state of 
the pixel. 
 
In addition to this application, this element can be used as an electrically controllable 
polarization beam splitter, since the only diffracted orders are the two first orders, which 
are right- and left-circularly polarized. If, however, the cell is illuminated by two right- 
and left-circularly polarized waves, corresponding to plus- and minus-first diffracted 
orders, they combine into a single beam. In this way, this cell may be used as an 
electrically controllable incoherent beam combiner. 
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5.3 Equilibrium of the periodically aligned nematic cell 
 
Possible way to obtain the desired NLC structure as in Eq. (5.1) is through anchoring at 
the top and the bottom interfaces. Prescribed angle of anchoring of NLC at the boundary 
is usually achieved by mechanical rubbing of the surface coated with a very thin polymer 
layer. Orientation of Eq. (5.1) evidently cannot be realized with rubbing. However, there 
is another method to create the prescribed anchoring azimuth which utilizes photo-
polymerization under illumination by a linearly-polarized UV light, [13-16]. 
Monotonously rotating azimuth of local linear polarization of the UV light may be 
achieved, if light constitutes a pair of two mutually coherent circularly polarized waves, 
one right circular, and the other left circular, propagating at an angle to each other. Indeed,  
 
E(x) = E0(ex + iey)exp(−iqx) + E0(ex − iey)exp(iqx) ≡ 
   ≡ 2E0[ex cos(qx) + ey sin(qx)] = const⋅n0(x).         (5.9) 
 
When thickness L is small, the director distribution in the bulk should follow the 
distribution prescribed at the surfaces. However, such distribution is unstable for a thick 
cell, since its elastic energy can be reduced by formation of a homogeneous distribution in 
the bulk. The onset of this instability is characterized by the value of critical thickness, 
over which structure Eq. (5.1) becomes impossible to achieve. 
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In order to obtain the director distribution in the NLC which is anchored at the boundaries 
and to analyze its stability, we have to solve the equilibrium equations with appropriate 
boundary conditions. This solution is convenient to achieve via consideration of time-
dependent process of build-up of the steady-state distribution of the director. 
 
Dynamics of the director of the NLC can be described with the evolution equation, [17, 
18], 
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Here R is the dissipative function, and F is the nematic free energy, respectively: 
 
R = γ {(∂n/∂t)⋅(∂n/∂t)}/2,         
F = (1/2)·[K1(div n)2 + K2(n·curl n)2 + K3(n × curl n)2].         (5.11) 
 
After substituting (5.11) into (5.10) one can write the evolution equation in terms of 
director n 
                                            ∂n/∂t = h/γ,               h = H − n (n·H).                              (5.12) 
 
Vector H is known as the “molecular field” before the procedure of its orthogonalization 
to local director n, while vector h is the “molecular field’ after that procedure. Cartesian 
components of H are 
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Hi = (K1 − K2)∂i (∂α nα) + K2 (∂α∂α) ni + (K3 – K2) {nαnβ (∂α∂β ni) + nα (∂β nβ)(∂α ni) + 
                        + nα (∂α nβ)(∂β ni) − nα (∂α nβ)(∂i nβ)}          (5.13) 
 
The solution we are looking for should satisfy the boundary conditions at the surfaces z = 
0 and z = L, 
                     n(x, z=0) = n(x, z=L) = n0(x) ≡ {cos(qx), sin(qx), 0},                              (5.14) 
 
In the general case this equation, as written through the director and its spatial derivatives, 
cannot be solved analytically. However, an analytical solution exists in monoconstant 
case. 
 
5.4 Solution and its stability in monoconstant approximation 
 
In monoconstant approximation, when K1 = K2 = K3 = K, the molecular field (3.13) is 
reduced to 
                                                    H = K (∇⋅∇) n                                                          (5.15) 
Direct substitution shows that the director distribution n0(x) = {cos(qx), sin(qx), 0} 
prescribed by the Eq. (3.1) satisfies the equilibrium condition in the whole volume of the 
cell, since the H-vector turns out to be parallel to n0(x), and hence h-vector is zero: 
 
∂n0 /∂t = (K/γ){(∇⋅∇)n0 − n0 [n0⋅(∇⋅∇)n0]} ≡ 0, 
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Therefore n0(x) is an exact solution in the monoconstant case. The onset of instability of 
this solution can be evaluated by assuming  
 
n(x, z, t) = {cos(β)cos(qx+α), cos(β)sin(qx+α), sin(β)} 
 
where α(x, z, t) and θ(x, z, t) are small deviation angles. It can be approximated with 
 
n(x, z, t) ≈ n0(x)+ α(x, z, t)m(x) + ez β(x, z, t),       m (x) = {−sin(qx), cos(qx), 0}        (5.16) 
 
As a result one can obtain 
 
              ∂β/∂t = (K/γ)[q2β + (∇⋅∇)β],                  ∂α/∂t = (K/γ)(∇⋅∇)α                    (5.17) 
 
It is convenient to look for the solution of the β-equation in the form of a superposition of 
eigenmodes, exp(−µmt)sin(mπz/L). Then equation (5.17) yields  
 
      β ∝ Σ{exp(−µmt)sin(mπz/L)},        µm = (K/γ) [(πm/L)2 − q2].                              (5.18) 
 
Therefore the onset of the instability begins (at the mode m = 1), when L = 0.5Λ, or qL = 
π. The system is always stable with respect to the α-perturbations,. 
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5.5 Numerical calculations. 
 
While monoconstant approximation is relatively simple and illustrative, it represents real 
NLCs only to some approximation. To examine real NLCs, we have solved the dynamic 
equations (5.12, 5.13) numerically. We assume arbitrary initial distribution with fixed 
periodic boundary conditions Eq. (5.14) at the surfaces. We then use Eq. (5.12) to allow 
the LC to relax into the steady-state equilibrium distribution. When the ideal periodically 
aligned structure n0(x) from Eq. (5.1) is stable, the volume average  
 
                                   ∫∫∫=
V
zz dVnV
n 1                                                              (5.19) 
 
is zero. It usually becomes non-zero in the presence of the considerable distortions in 
comparison with the ideal structure. Since the initial distribution and boundary conditions 
do not depend on the y-coordinate, we have omitted y-derivatives in our computation. 
Figures 5.3a and 5.4a demonstrate the plots of 〈nz〉 as a function of thickness for 
monoconstant LC and for 5CB respectively. It has a pronounced critical point, which 
separates stable and unstable regions. The derivative of 〈nz〉 with respect to parameter 
(L/Λ) is presented in Figures 5.3b and 5.4b; this derivative has a sharp peak at the critical 
thickness. As expected, critical thickness is L = 0.5Λ for monoconstant case. Table 5.1 
lists values of critical thickness and maximum diffraction angle (calculated using Eq. 
(5.26) below) for a number of other NLC’s. 
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Table 5.1. Critical thickness, maximum diffraction angle, and Friedericksz transition voltage for a 
number of NLC’s (input data was taken from [2]). 
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                                Figure 5.3a                                                                      Figure 5.3b 
 
Fig. 5.3. Instability of the ideal periodically aligned structure Eq. (5.1) of NLC arises at the 
thickness L < κΛ, where the dimensionless parameter α characterizes the threshold. Figure 5.3a: 
monoconstant NLC, for which both analytic and numeric calculations yield κ = 0.5. Figure 5.3b: 
derivative of pervious function better illustrates the sharp onset of instability. 
 
 
                                Figure 5.4a                                                                      Figure 5.4b 
 
Fig. 5.4. Instability of the periodically aligned structure Eq. (5.1) of NLC for the non-
monoconstant NLC: particular values were taken as for 5CB. Figure5.4a: symmetry-breaking 
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perturbation onsets at L > 0.33Λ. Figure 5.4b: derivative of pervious function better illustrates the 
sharp onset of instability. 
 
5.6 Asymptotic analytical solution: thin cell. 
 
When the thickness is well below critical, the sinusoidally aligned structure is reasonably 
close to the stable solution of the equations of equilibrium. The director may slightly 
deviate from the ideal unperturbed distribution due to the fact that the Frank’s constants 
are not equal to each other. This deviation can be found using perturbation theory with 
small dimensionless parameter qL. Assuming n ≈ n0 + α m + ez θ, as in Eq. (5.16), and 
keeping the terms up to (qL)2 including, one can get 
 
h0 + K2 m (∂2α/∂z2) = 0, 
h0 = q2 (K1 − K3) sin(qx)cos(qx)·m, 
                                                                    β ≈ 0.  (5.20) 
 
That allows to find the profile of azimuthal angle deviation α, if conditions α(at the 
boundaries) = 0 are assumed: 
                α(x, z) = (qL)2 0.5 [(K1 − K3)/K2] sin(qx)cos(qx) [z(L-z)/L2]                      (5.21) 
 
and therefore 
    δnx(x, z) = −(qL)2 0.5 [(K1 − K3)/K2] sin2(qx)cos(qx) [z(L-z)/L2]                             (5.22) 
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    δny(x, z) = (qL)2 0.5 [(K1 − K3)/K2] sin(qx)cos2(qx) [z(L-z)/L2]                              (5.23) 
 
Numeric calculations confirm good validity of this perturbative solution for small (qL), 
less or about 0.3. For larger values of that parameter, in the vicinity of the critical 
thickness, actual amplitude of perturbations was found to be much smaller than the 
perturbative analytical result. In particular, for the NLC 5CB and qL ≈ 2, the amplitude of 
nx, ny-distortions was about 5 times smaller. This was a pleasant surprise from the point of 
view of applications. 
 
5.7 Friedericksz transition in periodically aligned nematic. 
 
The pixel transmission is supposed to be controlled via application of external quasi-static 
(at radio-frequency) voltage V across the layer 0 < z < L, i.e. via the application of the 
field E = ezV/L. Application of such field is accounted for by the addition of the term 
−0.5ε0(ε|| − ε⊥)(E⋅n)2 to the free energy density F from Eq. (5.11). The analysis analogous 
to the one given above shows that the instability threshold is given by a line, which in 
monoconstant approximation is an ellipse in (L, V)-plane: 
 
    (qL)2 + [ε0 (ε|| − ε⊥) / K2] V 2 = π2,                   (L / L0)2 + (V / V0)2 = 1,                    (5.24) 
 
where L0=Λ/2 and V0 = {π2 K2  / [ε0 (ε|| − ε⊥)]}½. Here ε0 is 8.85⋅10−12 Farad/m, ε|| and ε⊥ 
are the dimensionless longitudinal and transverse dielectric constants, respectively. As an 
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example on Figure 5.5 we show the dependence of critical thickness L on Freedericksz 
voltage V for 5CB based on table 5.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.5 Dependence of critical thickness on Freedericksz voltage for 5CB (see table 5.1) 
 
   
                                Figure 5.6a                                                               Figure 5.6b 
 
Fig. 5.6. Onset of Friedericksz transition in periodically aligned liquid crystal: volume average 
value of 〈(nz)2〉 versus parameters L/Λ and applied voltage V. Figure 5.6a: monoconstant NLC. 
 Figure 5.6b: graph for the 5CB. 
 
Figures 5.6a and 5.6b show the result of numerical modeling of build-up of the steady-
state; namely the value of 〈nz〉, as a function of cell thickness L and applied voltage V for 
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a cell with monoconstant NLC and for 5CB respectively. On Figure 5.6a the stability area 
inside the ellipse is the region where the periodically aligned structure exists in preferred 
sinusoidal form Eq. (5.1). Our computations show that the form of such a region is close 
to ellipse, even if the NLC in consideration is not monoconstant. 
 
5.8. Diffraction of light by periodically aligned nematic cell. 
 
As it was shown in section 2, achieving 100% diffraction efficiency requires that NLC 
layer locally constitutes λ/2 plate, i.e. that  
                                                  L·(ne – no) = λ/2.                                                     (5.25) 
 
On the other hand, the diffraction angle can be found from the equation sinθ = 2λ/Λ, 
where taking half of the mathematical period Λ accounts for the equivalence of plus and 
minus directions of the director. Thus, 
 
                           sinθ = 2λ/Λ = 4(ne – no) (L/Λ).                                                (5.26) 
 
Through this equation the upper limit of L/Λ imposes a limit on the maximum diffraction 
angle, shown in the Table 5.1. 
 
The above conclusion about 100% diffraction efficiency was made in the approximation 
of a thin phase screen. In other words, up to now we have ignored the effects of walk-off 
of the ray across the periodic structure, as the light propagates at an angle (θinc/n) to the z-
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direction inside the cell, see Figure 5.7. Another effect which may deteriorate the 
performance of the suggested device is the influence of possible deviations of the director 
from the ideal structure Eq. (5.1). To account for both of these effects, we have to write 
differential equations that describe 1) propagation of tilted waves, and 2) coupling of 
different polarizational / angular components through anisotropic dielectric permittivity 
tensor. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.7. Towards the calculation of the walk-off effects in the diffraction process. 
 
Since the values of the angle are relatively small, especially inside the material of the cell, 
we will use paraxial (parabolic) approximation for the dependence of z-component of 
wave vector kz on sin(θ) ≈ θ, [19]. We present the electric field of the light wave inside 
NLC in the form 
 
Ereal(z,x, t) = 0.5[E(x, z)exp(−iωt + ikz) + compl. conj.],       (5.27) 
R 
L R
L
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k = (ωn/c),      n = (ne + no)/2,         
          E(x, z) = 0.5(ex + iey)R(x, z) + 0.5(ex − iey)L(x, z),                                  (5.28) 
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where the amplitudes Rm(z) and Lm(z) satisfy equations 
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The variable s = (ω/c)θinc characterizes the angle of incidence of the input wave (in air). 
The terms (s+2mq)2/2k in Eqs. (5.30, 5.31) constitute the difference between kz , z-
projection of the wave vector for the given m-th Fourier component in the expansion 
(5.29) and the value k = (ωn/c), which was assumed in Eq. (5.27) for normal incidence. 
To be more precise, we took the paraxial (parabolic) approximation for this difference. 
These terms describe propagation of tilted beams and, thus, walk-off effects. Coupling 
coefficients ρp, σp and κp describe the influence of optical anisotropy of liquid crystal in 
periodically aligned configuration. 
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The approximation of ideal structure Eq. (5.1) corresponds to only one non-zero coupling 
coefficient:  
                                     κ1 = (κ1)* = κ = π·(ne – no)/λ.                                                   (5.32) 
 
Meanwhile all the other coupling coefficients ρp, σp and κp are zero for propagation in the 
ideal structure Eq. (5.1). Then the system (5.30, 5.31) for the incident R0 -wave simplifies 
to  
  dR0(z)/dz = −iν0R0(z) + i κ·L1(z);          dL1(z)/dz = i κ·R0(z) − iν1 L1(z),                   (5.33) 
                       ν0 = s2/2k,                    ν1 = (s + 2q)2/2k,                                          (5.34) 
 
Solution of the system (5.30), (5.31) is well-known: 
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ϕ = −(ν0 + ν1)/2,     ξ = (ν0 − ν1)/2= −(sq + q2)/k,          u = (κ2 + ξ2)0.5,                      (5.36) 
 
Those expressions show that the diffraction efficiency η, i.e. intensity coefficient of 
transformation from R0 into L1, 
                                                          η = [(κ/u) sin(uz)]2                                             (5.37) 
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has its maximum at ξ = 0 for any value of z. in the range 0 < z < π/2κ. Moreover, 100% 
efficiency is achieved, when κL = π·(ne – no)/λ L = π/2, i.e. when the condition Eq.( 5.25) 
of half-wave plate is satisfied.  
 
In view of our task of creating an element for a display pixel, we are mostly concerned 
with leaving no intensity in the original, un-diffracted order. This remaining intensity will 
constitute the following fraction of the incident intensity |R0|2: 
 
|R0(z = L)|2 = (1−η)⋅|R0(z = 0)|2 ≈ |R0(z = 0)|2⋅[(2ξL/π)2 +(κL − π/2)2].               (5.38) 
 
We see that even for the optimum value of interaction strength, κL = π/2, remaining 
transmission is about 0.4(ξL)2. In its turn, the optimum value ξ = 0 is achieved at 
symmetric geometry, θinc = −(λ/Λ). Indeed, 
 
2ξL/π = −(2L/π)⋅(sq + q2)/k = 
= −[4L/(nΛ)]⋅[θinc + 0.5|θdiff|] = −[4L/(nΛ)]⋅[θinc + (λ/Λ)]            (5.39) 
 
Let us make an estimation of the un-diffracted intensity in the worst case scenario of the 
normal incidence of illuminating wave, θinc = 0: 
 
(1−η) ≈ [4Lλ/(nΛ2)]2 ≡ {[8(ne − no)/n]⋅(L/Λ)2}2                                   (5.40) 
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For example, taking (L/Λ) = 0.2 (below critical value) and (ne − no)/n = 0.1, we get 
(1−η) ≈ 1.0⋅10−3, or 1/(1−η) ≈ 1000. This last number characterizes the value of potential 
contrast ratio, i.e. intensity ratio for bright state of pixel to that for the dark one. This 
estimate shows that the walk-off effects will not degrade the performance of the 
suggested device to a considerable degree. 
 
Another potential source of transmission of incident light into zeroth diffraction order is 
the deviation of equilibrium structure of a non-monoconstant NLC from its ideal profile 
Eq. (5.1). Taking the perturbative approximation for those distortions, Eqs. (5.21-5.23), 
one gets additional coupling coefficients between various diffraction orders. Suppose for 
definiteness that the light, which illuminates the pixel, is an incoherent combination of 
right- and left-circularly-polarized waves. Then the most “damaging” is the coefficient 
κ0(z), which couples those orders. In zeroth approximation the amplitude R0(z) = R0(0) 
cos(κ1z) ≡ R0(0) cos(κz), and then coupling via κ0 results in excitation of additional 
amplitude δL0(z), incoherent with the incident L0(0); 
 
                          ∫== L dzzRzLzL
0
000 )()()( κδ ,                                                          (5.41) 
 
Calculations show that the distortions given by Eqs. (5.21-5.23) lead to the following 
expression for κ0(z), and thus to the incoherent addition δL0(z): 
 
κ0(z) = κ{[(K3 − K1)/ K2](2πL/Λ)2}[z(L−z)/(4L2)]; 
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δL0(z=L) = 0.043i{[(K3 − K1)/ K2](2πL/Λ)2}R0(z=0). 
 
where we used the already assumed condition κL =π/2. Taking the worst case scenario, 
when L/Λ = 0.3, i.e. when thickness is close to critical, for 5CB, and recalling that for 
thickness close to critical the numerically found amplitude of distortion is about 5 times 
smaller (for 5CB) than the result of analytic calculation by perturbation theory , Eqs. 
(5.21-5.23), we obtain 
                                          |δL0(z=L)|2 = |R0(z=L)|2⋅(0.034/25) ≡ |R0(z=L)|2 / 727.                                          
 
We see that the deviation of the director profile from the ideal structure Eq. (5.1) does not 
significantly harm the contrast ratio. 
 
5.9 Conclusion to chapter five 
 
To conclude, in this work we suggest a new design of an element of LC projection display 
based on transverse periodicity of azimuthal alignment of nematic liquid crystal. We have 
calculated the conditions of stability of such LC structure as well as the conditions when 
this element completely eliminates the zeroth order of the incident light via diffraction. 
Several important factors that might deteriorate the performance and contrast ratio of such 
an element were considered in detail. Among essential advantages of the suggested device 
is the possibility to completely utilize the total power of depolarized illuminating light, as 
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well as rejection of the signal using aperture instead of polarizer. Our estimates make us 
cautionary optimistic about the prospects of creation of such an element. 
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CHAPTER SIX: POLARIZATION-UNIVERSAL BANDGAP 
IN PERIODICALLY TWISTED NEMATICS 
 
6.1 Longitudinally modulated bandgap nematic structure. 
 
Reflection of light by cholesteric liquid crystals (ChLC), being very strong and spectrally 
selective, is one of the main characteristics of ChLCs. It is this quality that won the ChLC 
place in many optical applications, particularly in liquid crystal display industry. The 
spectrally selective reflection arises due to the monotonous twist of the cholesteric 
director n in the direction z perpendicular to the boundaries of the cell [1-3]:  
 
                                         n(z) = excos[θ(z)] + eysin[θ(z)]                                              (6.1) 
and 
 
                                          θ(z) = qChz = 2πz/ΛCh = πz/Λphys.                                          (6.2) 
 
Here ΛCh is the pitch period of ChLC’s director n(z), and the result of physical 
equivalence of n and −n is that the spatial period of the dielectric tensor of ChLC is Λphys 
= ΛCh/2. 
The cholesteric reflection bandgap is centered at the wavelength λCh ≡ 2πc/ωCh (c is the 
speed of light in vacuum): 
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                       λvac(center, ChLC) = ΛCh(ne+no)/2 ≡ Λphys (ne+no),                                (6.3) 
 
where ne = n|| and no = n⊥ are the refractive indices for electric polarization along the 
director and perpendicular to it, respectively. The spectral width of the bandgap ∆ωCh ≡ 
∆ω[Full width] is proportional to the optical anisotropy ne−no of the material [1-7]:  
 
                    ∆ωCh/ω ≈ ∆λCh/λ ≈ (ne − no)/[(ne+no)/2].                                                  (6.4) 
 
An important property of bandgap reflection by ChLC cell is that it holds for one of two 
circular polarizations only, while the other polarization is 100% transmitted.  
 
In this work we suggest a NLC structure with periodically twisted director (periodically 
twisted nematics, or PTN), such as 
 
                                θ(z) = θs⋅sin(qPTNz)           (sinusoidal modulation),                     (6.5) 
or 
             θ(z) = θr⋅sin(qPTNz)/|sin(qPTNz)|          (rectangular modulation),                   (6.6) 
 
with zero-to-maximum modulation amplitudes θs or θr, respectively, as opposed to 
monotonous profile θ(z) = qChz for ChLC. Schematic view of the director profile for the 
sinusoidal modulation is shown on the Figure 6.1.  
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Fig. 6.1. Schematic structure of the cell with periodically twisted nematic (PTN) 
 
We predict that the periodical profiles of θ(z) from Eq. (6.5) or (6.6) will lead to 
reflection at normal incidence for both polarizations, as opposed to only one of two 
circular polarizations for ChLC.  
 
6.2 Basic equations 
 
Consider a planar nematic structure, where the director n(z) = {cos[θ(z)], sin[θ(z)], 0} is 
modulated in longitudinal direction with the period Λ = 2π/q, see Figure 6.1 and Eq. (6.1). 
The dielectric permittivity of such structure has the form 
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x
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where ε|| and ε⊥ are the dimensionless longitudinal and transverse dielectric permittivities 
of the medium, ne and no are the refractive indices of extraordinary and ordinary waves, 
respectively. Propagation of a plane wave along z direction in such medium is described 
by the Helmholtz-like equation, which in this case is: 
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Here we assume Ereal(z,t) = 0.5[E(z)exp(−iωt) + compl. conj.]. In a particular x- and y-
coordinate system the propagation equations are: 
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It is convenient for subsequent calculations to present the spatial dependence of the 
components of dielectric tensor in the form of Fourier series, with the period Λ = 2π/q: 
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where ** , mmmm sscc == −− . In particular, for the sinusoidal modulation of the director, 
Eq. (6.5), coefficients cm and sm are 
  
)θ2(,0 02212 ppp Jcc ==+ ,     0),θ2( 201212 =−= ++ ppp siJs ,     p = 0, ±1, ±2, … (6.12) 
 
For rectangular modulation of the director, Eq. (6.6), coefficients cm are all zeros except 
c0 = cos(2θ0); also sm are zeros for even m and sm = −2i sin(2θ0)/(πm) for odd m. For 
cholesteric structure the expansion coefficients are zeros, except for 5.02 =±c , 
5.02 is m=± . 
 
By proper choice of azimuth in the x-y plane we can always arrange for the (real) 
coefficient s0 to be zero, s0 = 0. Then the system becomes 
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The coefficients sm and cm with m ≠ 0 describe coupling between various Fourier 
components of the field, while c0 determines effective values of propagation constants ke 
and ko of x- and y-polarizations (extraordinary and ordinary waves respectively). 
 
6.3. Resonant reflection 
 
Here we are mostly interested in the case of resonant backward reflection of incident 
wave by the PTN. If coupling is weak, four different cases can be identified. 
a) Reflection of extraordinary wave into extraordinary wave by m-th Fourier component 
of the director profile: 2ke ≈ mq. 
b) Reflection of ordinary wave into ordinary wave by m-th component: 2ko ≈ mq. 
c) Reflection of extraordinary wave into ordinary wave by m-th component: ke + ko ≈ mq. 
d) Coupling of four waves, corresponding to both polarizations, propagating in +z and −z 
directions, by the m-th Fourier component of the director profile. 
Let us first consider the case c) of mutual reflection of extraordinary and ordinary waves. 
Here the strongest coupling is achieved for m = ±1 components. The convenient form of 
the solution search is 
 
])γ(exp[)()/()( e
4/1
eo zkizAkkzEx −= ,  
   ])γ(exp[)()/()( o
4/1
eo zkizBkkzE y −−= − ,   (6.16) 
 
   )(5.0γ oe mqkk −+= ,     (6.17) 
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where γ is the detuning from resonance, while A(z) is slow-varying envelope of e-wave 
propagating in +z direction and B(z) is envelope of o-wave propagating in −z direction. 
Then envelopes A and B obey the coupled-wave equations 
 
   BiAi
dz
dA κγ += , AiBi
dz
dB *κγ −−= ,   (6.18) 
 
where all non-resonant (i.e. rapidly oscillating) terms were omitted. It should be 
emphasized that the above choice of γ allowed us to obtain the equations with z-
independent coupling coefficientsκ, κ*: 
 
   oeoem kkcnns /)/ω)((25.0κ
222 −= .    (6.19) 
 
Both γ and κ actually depend on the resonance order m, but for brevity purposes we omit 
the index m showing that dependence. System of equations Eq. (6.18) has eigen-solutions 
A, B ~ exp(µz) with eigenvalues 222,1 γ|κ|µµ −±≡±= . The spectral borders of 
corresponding bandgap are specified by µ = 0, i.e. γ = ±|κ|, i.e. ω = ω0 ± 0.5∆ω(o↔e), 
where the full width of reflection interval ∆ω(o↔e) equals 
 
    ∆ω(o↔e) = ω0 |sm|(ne − no)/n.    (6.20) 
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This allows to find the amplitude reflection coefficient by a layer of medium with 
thickness L. The well-known expression is [8,9] 
 
    
)µsinh(γ)µcosh(µ
)µsinh(κ
LiL
Lir −=
∗
.    (6.21) 
 
This expression takes into account the reflection by the grating only and ignores parasitic 
effects of Fresnel reflection from medium boundaries. An example of intensity reflection 
coefficient’s spectral profile R(o ↔ e) = |r|2 is shown on Fig. (6.2). Equations for the 
process of energy transfer from incident ordinary to reflected extraordinary wave are 
identical up to a substitution κ → κ* and therefore the reflection coefficient is similar. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.2 Intensity reflection coefficient of PTN cell with thickness L = 35 µm, ne = 1.65, no = 1.5, 
sinusoidal modulation amplitude θs = 0.2 rad, λvac = 1.06 µm, R(ω = ω0) = 99%, i.e. κ|s1|L = 3. 
Bandgap is characterized by first zeros of reflection. 
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Let us now consider the resonance case a), when 2ke ≈ mq, i.e. when extraordinary wave 
is reflected into counter-propagating extraordinary wave. In this case the electric field 
may be presented in the form 
 
])γ(exp[)(])γ(exp[)()( ee zkizBzkizAzEx −−+−= , 0)( ≈zEy ,  (6.22) 
 
where )2/(γ e mqk −= , )/()/ω)((5.0κ 222 mqcnnc oem −= . The equations for these 
envelopes A(z), B(z) and for reflection coefficient r are the same as in the previous case, 
with the only difference in the definition of detuning γ and coupling κ. In particular, the 
full bandwidth of e ↔ e reflection by the m-th Fourier component of director is  
 
  ∆ω(e↔e) = ω0 |cm|(ne − no)/[(ne + no)/2].    (6.23) 
 
For the resonance case b), where 2ko ≈ mq, i.e. where ordinary wave is reflected into 
counter-propagating ordinary wave, the electric field may be presented in the form 
 
])γ(exp[)(])γ(exp[)()( oo zkizBzkizAzEy −−+−= , 0)( ≈zEx ,  (6.24) 
 
where )2/(γ o mqk −= , )/()/ω)((5.0κ 222 mqcnnc oem −= . The equations for these 
envelopes A(z), B(z) and for reflection coefficient r are still the same as in the previous 
case, again with the only difference in the definition of detuning γ and coupling κ. The 
central frequency of this resonant reflection corresponds to γ = 0 and is generally 
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different from that in previous case. The full bandwidth of o ↔ o reflection by the m-th 
Fourier component of director is given by the same formula Eq. (6.23), i.e. it is governed 
by the same coefficient |cm|2 as it was for the e ↔ e resonance. Meanwhile, the reflection 
o ↔ e is governed by the |sm|2 coefficient. 
 
Finally, a situation may occur where c0 is close to zero. In this case ke ≈ ko, and both 
resonances have close values of central frequency. Then coupling between all four-
waves: e-wave and o-wave propagating each in both directions, has to be considered. 
Convenient representation of the electric field is 
 
  ])2/(exp[)(])2/(exp[)()( zqmizBzqmizAzE xxx −+=   (6.25) 
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Then the system of coupled equations becomes 
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where we again used the convention of omitting the index m for brevity purposes. In this 
sense separate detuning values were introduced: γo for o ↔ o reflection and γe for e ↔ e 
reflection, and the detuning γoe for o ↔ e process equals γoe = 0.5(γo + γe). System of 
equations Eq. (6.27) has eigen-solutions Ax, Ay, Bx, By ~ exp(µz) with eigenvalues µ1,2,3,4, 
which can be determined from the characteristic bi-quadratic equation: 
 
{ }
{ } 0||||)()||(||
||2||2
422222222
222224
=κ−κγ+γ−κ−γγ+κ+κ+
+µκ−κ−γ+γ+µ
sceosoesc
cseo
  (6.29) 
 
Roots µ with nonzero real part correspond to reflection, while purely imaginary roots µ 
correspond to propagation. In principle, the knowledge of eigenvalues of matrix Mˆ  
allows one to use the Lagrange’s interpolation formula to find the explicit expression for 
the )ˆexp( zM and thus to find the matrix of reflection and transmission. We will not go 
further into details of such calculations. All resonant reflection processes occupy their 
separate bandgaps. Qualitative statement here is that depending on the relative values of 
coupling coefficients cm and sm and the background birefringence coefficient c0, these 
gaps may or may not overlap. 
 
6.4 Bloch-function approach 
 
Since the coefficients in Eqs. (6.13, 6.14) are periodic, we can look for solutions in the 
form of Bloch functions: 
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where k is the unknown value of quasi-wavevector of the solution and has to be 
determined as a function of frequency ω. The periodicity of director profile allows to 
consider the values of k(ω) inside the reduced Brillouin zone –q/2 < k < q/2. Substituting 
expressions Eq. (6.30) into Eqs. (6.13, 6.14) and equalizing identical harmonics, we 
obtain a system of linear equations, which connect Bloch amplitudes: 
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Nontrivial solution of this system exists only when its determinant (generally speaking of 
infinite dimension) is equal to zero. The corresponding equation is actually the dispersion 
equation relating unknown quasi-wavevector k to frequency ω. The equation contains q = 
2π/Λ as a parameter, where Λ is the spatial period of director’s modulation. Formulated is 
this way solution completely describes propagation of light through the PTN structure. 
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Using the Bloch-function approach the dispersion curves were obtained for various 
parameters. Figure 6.3a demonstrates such curve for a PTN structure with ne = 1.7, no = 
1.5, q = 1.6 1071/m, and θ0 = 0.7 rad. The graph shows the first Brillouin zone and 
includes small margins of the second for clarity. Repulsion of terms forming a bandgap is 
clearly seen of the picture. Most importantly, this bandgap is present for both linear 
polarizations of incident light. Thus, if this periodic structure is used in liquid crystal 
displays, one does not have to prepare proper light polarization and can use 100% of the 
depolarized light instead of only 50%. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.3. Dispersion curves showing relation between the quasi-momentum k and the frequency of 
incident light ω for a sinusoidally modulated PTN structure with ne = 1.7, no = 1.5, 
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q = 1.6⋅107 1/m, and θ0 = 0.8 rad. The bandgap at ω = 1.5⋅1015 sec−1 exists for both polarizations. . 
This bandgap is caused by the coupling of m = 0 and m = ±1 Fourier components. 
 
Let us now apply the SVEA approach to evaluate the relevant quantities for reflection 
from the two types of PTN Eqs. (6.5, 6.6), such as central frequency and bandgap width. 
Consider first sinusoidal structure Eq. (6.5). For this structure the resonance o ↔ e is 
centered at frequency ω = qc/(ne +no) and full width of the resonant reflection band is 
∆ω/ ω = J1(2θc)(ne − no)/n. The maximum value of the bandwidth is then achieved at 
θs, optimum = 0.92 rad (= 53°). Thus, compared to the bandgap of a cholesteric LC with 
similar parameters the optimum sinusoidal modulation yields the following bandgap: 
 
   ∆ωPTN(cos, full) = 0.582 ∆ωChLC(full),      (6.33) 
 
The “hologram strength” |κ|L at the central frequency is related to the bandwidth ∆ω(full) 
by the relationship 
 
    LnnL oe
22c
)full(ω∆κ +=     (6.34) 
 
and the spectral profile of the amplitude reflection coefficient is given by Eq. (6.21) with 
22 γ|κ|µ −=  and detuning γ defined by Eq. (6.17).  
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The maximum bandwidth and maximum hologram strength are smaller in comparison 
with those of cholesterics by factor 0.582. However, this apparent disadvantage of PTN is 
compensated by the fact than PTN reflects both incident polarizations (i.e. PTN exhibits 
polarization universality). In contrast to this, the ChLCs reflect only one of the two 
circular polarizations and transmit the other one. It should be reminded that in this 
chapter only normal incidence is considered. If the modulation amplitude is too large, 
θs ≈ 110º the interaction constant |κ| ∝ |s1| ∝ J1(2θ0) becomes zero and so does the 
bandwidth.  
 
For rectangular modulation Eq. (6.6) the Fourier coefficient s1 is equal to s1 = 
(−2i/π)sin(2θr). Hence, s1 ≈ (−4i/π)θr for small values of θr. The maximum value of | s1| is 
reached at θr = π/4 rad (= 45°) and is equal to |2i/π| = 0.637, so that 
 
∆ωPTN(rectangular, full) = 0.637 ∆ω(ChLC, full)    (6.17) 
 
Let us just add here that the coupled-mode approach of previous section can be obtained 
by truncating the system Eqs. (6.31, 6.32) and keeping the resonant pairs of waves for 
cases a), b), c) or quadruples of resonant waves for case d). Besides that, the coupled-
mode approximation assumes the vicinity of resonance, so that the terms of order 
(ω − ω0)2 were omitted. Our computation has actually confirmed good accuracy of the 
coupled-mode approximation in the immediate vicinity of resonances. 
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6.5 Higher-order bandgaps 
 
Sinusoidal modulation does not lead to o ↔ o and e ↔ e reflections in the first order m = 
1, since c1 = 0. Such reflections pertain to the second-order bandgaps. For small 
modulation amplitude θs the second-order bandgaps corresponding to resonances 2ke = 2q 
and 2ko = 2q are centered at different frequencies: ωe = qc/ne and ωo = qc/no respectively, 
and have approximately equal full widths ∆ω/ω = J2(2θc) (ne − no)/n, see Fig. (6.4a). As 
the modulation angle θs grows, the centers of the two bandgaps move toward each other. 
The polarization-universal bandgap opens when the two bandgaps begin to overlap so 
that  
)2(2 θ=− Jn
qc
n
qc
n
qc
eo
 
 
This occurs at angle θs ≈ 0.92 rad (52.7º) when J0(2θc) ≈ J2(2θc) see Fig. (6.4b). The 
centers of the two bandgaps coincide when c0 = J0(2θc) = 0, i.e. when θs = 1.2 rad (68.9 º).  
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Fig. 6.4. Second-order bandgaps in the PTN structure with sinusoidal modulation and with 
ne = 1.7, no = 1.5, q = 1.6⋅107 1/m, as observed around ω = 3⋅1015 sec−1. a) For θs = 0.7 rad the two 
second-order bandgaps are separated by a distance larger than their widths. b) When θs = π/2 rad, 
the “averaged” refractive indices seen by the two propagating modes are close enough to each 
other, so that the bandgaps overlap. This overlap, and hence polarization-universality, exists when 
θs is larger than 0.92 rad. 
 
Periodically twisted gratings are recorded in NLC when both ordinary and extraordinary 
beams propagate coherently in its volume, due to the electrodynamic torque acting on the 
NLC orientation in the light beam7. Such gratings have proven to be highly efficient in 
coupling the beams of orthogonal polarizations in processes like stimulated light 
scattering or cross-phase modulation7,10,11. One should be able to “freeze” such gratings 
in a polymerization process or to create them due to photorientation phenomena of 
azobenzene dye-doped materials12,13. We believe that PTN, like ChLC, may have very far 
reaching implications for photonic technologies. 
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6.6 Conclusions to chapter six. 
 
In this chapter we suggest a longitudinally modulated planar nematic structure as a 
medium, which exhibits bandgap and strong reflection independent of polarization of 
light incident at normal incidence. Propagation of light in such structure is treated using 
coupled-mode approach as well as numerically with more rigorous Bloch-function 
approach. Two modulation profiles are considered: sinusoidal and rectangular. The 
bandgap width depends on the modulation amplitude θ0 and its maximum value is related 
to bandgap size of cholesterics by ∆ωPTN ≈ 0.58∆ωCh for sinusoidal structure and 
∆ωPTN ≈ 0.64∆ωCh rectangular structure. For small modulation the second-order 
bandgaps are centered on different frequencies so that only one polarization is reflected. 
However, for θ0 > 53º the bandgaps overlap and polarization universality is restored. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
To summarize, in this dissertation we studied a number of optical effects in liquid 
crystals and theoretically developed a number of applications for them.  
 
One such application is the possibility of beam combining using Orientational Stimulated 
Scattering in a nematic liquid crystal cell. It was found that this not normally achievable 
possibility does exist. However, for this purpose a number of special conditions needs to 
be satisfied. These conditions were found in this work by numerically modeling the 
process of OSS. They require a combination of special geometric arrangement of incident 
beams, their profiles, nematic material, and more. When these conditions are fulfilled 
power of the beamlets can be coherently combined into a single beam, with high 
conversion efficiency while the shape and wave-front of the output beam are still of good 
quality. 
 
We also studied the dynamics of the OSS process itself and observed (in a numerical 
model) a number of notorious instabilities caused by effects of back-conversion process. 
Additionally, a numerical solution associated with this back-conversion process there was 
found. This solution in many ways resembles the steady-state solution, but is running in 
+z direction. Although the analytical form of this solution could not be found, the self-
similar behavior of such solution was confirmed.  
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As a liquid crystal display application, we considered a nematic liquid crystal layer with 
the anisotropy axis modulated at a fixed rate in the transverse direction with respect to 
light propagation direction. If the layer locally constitutes an optical half-wave plate, then 
the thin-screen approximation predicts 100% -efficient diffraction of normal incident 
wave. This diffracted light can be blocked by an aperture only transmitting the zero-th 
order which would correspond to the cell’s dark state. The cell is turned on by applying 
voltage across the cell and destroying the periodic structure. Then light passes through the 
cell undiffracted, the light will pass through the aperture as well and the cell will be in its 
bright state.  Such properties of this periodically aligned nematic layer suggest it as a 
candidate material in projection display cells.  
 
We studied the possibility to implement such layer through anchoring at both surfaces of 
the cell. It was found that each cell has a thickness threshold for which the periodic 
structure can exist. The anchored periodic structure cannot exist if thickness of the cell 
exceeds this threshold. For the case when the periodic structure exists, we found the 
structure distortion in comparison with the preferable ideal sinusoidal profile. To 
complete description of the electromechanical properties of the periodic cell, we studied 
its behavior at Freedericksz transition.  
 
Optical performance was successfully described with the coupled-mode theory. While 
influence of director distortion is shown to be negligibly small, the walk-off effects 
appear to be larger. In summary, there are good prospects for use of this periodically 
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aligned cell as a pixel in projection displays but experimental study and optimization need 
to be performed. 
 
Finally, we discussed another modulated liquid crystal structure in which the director 
periodically swings in the direction of light propagation. The main characteristic of such 
structure is the presence of photonic bandgap. Cholesteric liquid crystals are known to 
possess bandgap for one of two circular polarizations of light. However, unlike the 
cholesterics the bandgap of the proposed structure is independent of polarization of 
normally incident light. This means that no preparation of light is needed in order for the 
structure to work in, for example, liquid crystal displays. The polarization universality 
comes at the cost of bandgap size, whose maximum possible value ∆ωPTN compared to 
that of cholesterics ∆ωCh is approximately twice smaller: ∆ωPTN ≈ 0.58∆ωCh  if 
modulation profile is sinusoidal, and ∆ωPTN ≈ 0.64∆ωCh  if it is rectangular. This structure 
has not yet been experimentally demonstrated, and we discuss possible ways to make it. 
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APPENDIX A: Orientational stimulated scattering of plane 
waves 
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The programs use standard MatLab software equipped with a symbolic calculations 
toolbox. 
 
clear; clc; close all; I = sqrt(-1); G = 1; Detuning = 1; Gnew = G + I*Detuning; 
 
T = 80; Z = 50; delt = 0.1; delz = 0.1; Nt = round(T/delt); Nz = round(Z/delz); 
 
d = 0.0000000; d = 0.01; d = 10^(-8); 
A(1,1:Nt) = sqrt(1-d); B(1,1:Nt) = sqrt(d)*exp(Detuning*sqrt(-1)*delt); theta(1:Nz,1) 
= 10^(-8); 
% B(1,1:Nt) = 0; 
% theta(1:Nz,1) = 10^(-1); 
 
for k = 1:Nt 
 
    for i = 1:Nz-1 
kappa = (theta(i,k)+theta(i+1,k))/2; arg = delz*abs(kappa); 
A(i+1,k) = cos(arg)*A(i,k) + I*conj(kappa)*sin(arg)/abs(kappa)*B(i,k); B(i+1,k) = 
cos(arg)*B(i,k) + I*kappa*sin(arg)/abs(kappa)*A(i,k); 
    end 
 
theta(1:Nz,k+1) = exp(-Gnew*delt)*theta(1:Nz,k)+(1-exp(-
Gnew*delt))*(1/Gnew)*(conj(A(1:Nz,k)).*B(1:Nz,k)); 
 
end 
 
figure(1); imagesc(delt*(1:Nt), delz*(1:Nz), abs(A).^2, [0 1]), colorbar; 
xlabel('\Gamma\itt'); ylabel('\itg_m_a_x z'); title('|\itA\rm(\itz\rm,\itt\rm)|^2') 
% figure(1); imagesc(abs(theta).^2), colorbar; xlabel('t'); ylabel('z'); title('|\theta|^2') 
figure(2); imagesc(delt*(1:Nt), delz*(1:Nz), abs(B).^2), colorbar; xlabel('t'); 
ylabel('z'); title('|B|^2') 
% figure(3); plot(delz*(1:Nz), abs(A(:,Nt)).^2); ylabel('|A|^2'); xlabel('z'); title('|A|^2') 
% figure(4); plot(delz*(1:Nz), abs(B(:,Nt)).^2); ylabel('|B|^2'); xlabel('z'); title('|B|^2') 
figure(5); imagesc(delt*(1:Nt), delz*(1:Nz), abs(theta)), colorbar; 
xlabel('\Gamma\itt'); ylabel('\itg_m_a_x z'); title('|\theta\rm(\itz\rm,\itt\rm)|') 
figure(7); imagesc(delt*(1:Nt), delz*(1:Nz), angle(A)), colorbar; xlabel('\Gamma\itt'); 
ylabel('\itg_m_a_x z'); title('arg[\itA\rm(\itz\rm,\itt\rm)]') 
figure(8); imagesc(delt*(1:Nt), delz*(1:Nz), angle(B)), colorbar; xlabel('t'); ylabel('z'); 
title('Phase(B)') 
figure(9); imagesc(delt*(1:Nt), delz*(1:Nz), angle(theta)), colorbar; xlabel('t'); 
ylabel('z'); title('Phase(\theta)') 
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APPENDIX B: Beam combining 
 101
clear; clc; close all; I = sqrt(-1); 
lambda = 10^(-6); no = 1.5; ne = 1.7; tilt_B = 0.14; diffraction_A = 
lambda/(4*pi*((no^2)/ne)); diffraction_B = lambda/(4*pi*no); 
xB = 4*800*10^(-6); xA = 4*800*10^(-6); d = 0.02; c = 3*10^(8); na = ne-no; n = 
0.5*(ne+no); K22 = 5*10^(-12); q = 2*pi*na/lambda; 
eta = 1*10^(-1); G = q^2*K22/eta; Detuning = 1*G; 
aa = 2*n*na*(8.854*10^(-12))/eta; Sz = 2.5*(10^7)/10^0; bb = 
sqrt(2*Sz/(c*n*8.854*10^(-12))); kk = 2*pi*n/lambda; 
 
X = 4*2*10^(-3); Nx = 8*1024; delx = X/Nx; Z = 1*10^(-3); Nz = 150; delz = Z/Nz; 
Nt = 40; T = Nt/(2*G); delt = T/Nt; % window size 
 
theta(1:Nx,1:Nz) = 10^(-20); % initial theta 
 
gamma_A = delz*diffraction_A*(2*pi/X)^2; gamma_B = 
delz*diffraction_B*(2*pi/X)^2; 
 
% tf = 0.08; tilt1 = tf*(1^2)/40; tilt2 = tf*(2^2)/40; tilt3 = tf*(3^2)/40; tilt4 = -
tf*(4^2)/40; tilt5 = -tf*(5^2)/40; tilt6 = -tf*(6^2)/40; tilt 0.1 gives wrong result at Nx = 
512. 
m1 = exp(I*17*sqrt(1)); m2 = exp(I*17*sqrt(2)); m3 = exp(I*17*sqrt(3)); m4 = 
exp(I*17*sqrt(5)); m5 = exp(I*17*sqrt(7)); m6 = exp(I*17*sqrt(11)); m = 
sqrt(abs(m1)^2 + abs(m2)^2 + abs(m3)^2 + abs(m4)^2 + abs(m5)^2 + abs(m6)^2); 
 
tf = 0.004; tilt1 = tf*(1^2); tilt2 = tf*(2^2); tilt3 = tf*(3^2); tilt4 = -tf*(4^2); tilt5 = -
tf*(5^2); tilt6 = -tf*(6^2); 
 
for x = 1:Nx 
rho = 0.; phi = 0*pi; A(x,1) = bb*sqrt(1-d)*exp(-((x - Nx/2)/(xA/delx))^4)*(1 + 
rho.*(rand(1)-0.5))*exp(phi*I*(rand(1)-0.5)); 
 
A(x,1) = A(x,1).*((m1*exp(I*(tilt1*x*delx*kk)) + m2*exp(I*(tilt2*x*delx*kk)) + 
m3*exp(I*(tilt3*x*delx*kk)) + m4*exp(I*(tilt4*x*delx*kk)) + 
m5*exp(I*(tilt5*x*delx*kk)) + m6*exp(I*(tilt6*x*delx*kk)))/m); 
B(x,1) = bb*sqrt(d)*exp(-((x + (tilt_B*Z/delx/2) - 
Nx/2)/(xB/delx))^4)*exp(I*(tilt_B*x*delx*kk)); 
end 
 
rr = (c*n*8.854*10^(-12)/2)*sum(abs(A(:,1)).^2)/Nx; 
 
frequency = (0:(Nx-1)); kx(1:X/2/delx) = frequency(1:X/2/delx); 
kx(X/2/delx+1:X/delx) = frequency(X/2/delx+1:X/delx)-Nx; 
 
rrA = sum(abs(A(:,1)).^2); rrB = sum(abs(B(:,1)).^2); 
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BB1 = fft(B(:,1)); BB1 = BB1.'; 
BB=BB1.*exp((-I*(0).*(2*pi/X)*kx)*Z).*exp(-I*gamma_B*kx.^2); 
B_prop(:,1)=ifft(BB.'); 
 
for k = 1:Nt 
[k] 
 
    for i = 1:Nz-1 
        for x = 1:Nx 
 
kappa = (theta(x,i)+theta(x,i+1))/2; arg = delz*abs(kappa)*q; 
A(x,i+1) = cos(arg)*A(x,i) + I*conj(kappa)*sin(arg)/abs(kappa)*B(x,i); 
B(x,i+1) = cos(arg)*B(x,i) + I*kappa*sin(arg)/abs(kappa)*A(x,i); 
        end 
 
AA1 = fft(A(:,i+1));  AA1 = AA1.'; 
AA = AA1.*exp((-I*(-0).*(2*pi/X)*kx)*delz).*exp(-I*gamma_A*kx.^2); 
A(:,i+1) = ifft(AA.'); 
 
BB1 = fft(B(:,i+1)); BB1 = BB1.'; 
BB=BB1.*exp((-I*(0).*(2*pi/X)*kx)*delz).*exp(-I*gamma_B*kx.^2); 
B(:,i+1)=ifft(BB.'); 
 
 
    end 
 
AAA(:,k) = abs(A(:,Nz)).^2;  
     
Gnew = G + I*Detuning; 
theta(1:Nx,1:Nz) = exp(-Gnew*delt)*theta(1:Nx,1:Nz)+(1-exp(-
Gnew*delt))*(1/Gnew)*aa*(conj(A(1:Nx,1:Nz)).*B(1:Nx,1:Nz)); 
% theta(1:Nx,1:Nz) = 10^(-20); 
end 
 
'tilt 1'; tilt1 = tilt1 
'tilt 2'; tilt2 = tilt2 
'tilt 3'; tilt3 = tilt3 
'tilt 4'; tilt4 = tilt4 
'tilt 5'; tilt5 = tilt5 
'tilt 6'; tilt6 = tilt6 
'tilt_B'; tilt_B = tilt_B 
 
% PowerDepletionA = sum(abs(A(:,Nz,Nt)).^2)/sum(abs(A(:,1,1)).^2) 
% PowerEnhancementB = sum(abs(B(:,Nz,Nt)).^2)/sum(abs(B(:,1,1)).^2) 
'Power transfer'; PowerTransferAB = (sum(abs(B(:,Nz)).^2) - rrB)/rrA 
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'Fidelity of signal'; Fidelity_signal = 
(abs(sum(B(:,Nz).*conj(B_prop(:,1))))).^2/(sum(abs(B_prop(:,1)).^2)*sum(abs(B(:,Nz
)).^2)) 
'Fidelity of reproduction'; Fidelity_of_reproduction_of_pump = 
(abs(sum(B(:,Nz).*conj(A(:,Nz))))).^2/(sum(abs(A(:,Nz)).^2)*sum(abs(B(:,Nz)).^2)) 
'Golden product'; Golden_product = PowerTransferAB*Fidelity_signal 
% 'Input width of A-wave (HWe-2)'; xA = x0*xx0 
% 'Input width of B-wave (HWe-2)'; xB = x0 
% 'Input SA(max) (Watt/m^2)'; SA = (c*n*8.854*10^(-12)/2)*(bb*sqrt(1-d))^2 
% 'Input SB(max) (Watt/m^2)'; SB = (c*n*8.854*10^(-12)/2)*(bb*sqrt(d))^2 
% 'Input PA(Watt)'; PA = (0.5*pi*(xA)^2)*SA 
% 'Input PB(Watt)'; PB = (0.5*pi*(xB)^2)*SB 
% 'Gain exponent (dimensionless)'; gz = Sz*Z*2*lambda/(pi*3*10^(8)*K22) 
% 'Tilt angle between A and B inside'; Tilt = tilt_B 
% 'rho'; Rho = rho 
% 'Phi'; Phi = phi 
% PowerTransferAB = PowerTransferAB 
'Gain (m/m)'; Gain = Z*Sz*2*lambda/(pi*3*10^(8)*K22) 
% 'Gamma T'; G*T 
% 'Nt'; Nt = Nt 
 
figure(1); plot(delx*(1:Nx), abs(A(:,Nz)/bb).^2); xlabel('x (m)'); ylabel(''); 
title('|A_o_u_t|^2') 
figure(2); plot(delx*(1:Nx), abs(B(:,Nz)/bb).^2); xlabel('x (m)'); ylabel(''); 
title('|B_o_u_t|^2') 
 
I_A_steadystate(:,:) = abs(A(:,:)/bb).^2; 
figure(3); imagesc(1000*delz*(1:Nz), 1000*delx*(1:Nx), I_A_steadystate), colorbar; 
xlabel('\it z \rm (mm)'); ylabel('\it x \rm (mm)'); 
I_B_steadystate(:,:) = abs(B(:,:)/bb).^2; 
figure(4); imagesc(1000*delz*(1:Nz), 1000*delx*(1:Nx), I_B_steadystate), colorbar; 
xlabel('\it z \rm (mm)'); ylabel('\it x \rm (mm)'); 
 
figure(5); imagesc(delt*(1:Nt), delx*(1:Nx), AAA(1:Nx,1:Nt)), colorbar; xlabel('t 
(sec)'); ylabel('x'); title('|Evolution of A_o_u_t|^2') 
 
figure(6); plot(delx*(1:Nx), real(exp(-I*(tilt_B*(1:Nx)*delx*kk)).*B(1:Nx,Nz).')); 
xlabel('x (m)'); ylabel('real'); 
figure(7); plot(delx*(1:Nx), imag(exp(-I*(tilt_B*(1:Nx)*delx*kk)).*B(1:Nx,Nz).')); 
xlabel('x (m)'); ylabel('Im'); 
figure(8); plot(delx*(1:Nx), angle(exp(-I*(tilt_B*(1:Nx)*delx*kk)).*B(1:Nx,Nz).')); 
xlabel('x (m)'); ylabel('Phase'); 
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APPENDIX C: Periodically aligned nematic cell 
 105
clear; 
clc; 
 
K1=1.05/1.5*10^(-11); K2=0.54/1.5*10^(-11); K3=1.38/1.5*10^(-11); 
% K2=0.54/1.5*10^(-11); K1=K2; K3=K2; 
 
lambda=1*10^(-6); 
q=2*pi/lambda; 
 
dt=0.000001*2; 
 
T=10000; 
Nt=1; 
 
e0=8.854*(10^(-12)); 
e1=18; 
e2=8; 
 
for s=1:24 
[s] 
for v=1:1; 
     
V(v)=0+(v-1)*0.02; 
Nx=20; 
Lx=1*10^(-6); 
delx=Lx/Nx; 
 
Nz=40; 
Lz(s)=0.24+(s-1)*0.02; 
delz=lambda*Lz(s)/(Nz-1); 
 
E=zeros(Nx,Nz); 
 
for i=1:Nx 
for k=1:Nz 
nx0(i,k)=cos(q*delx*(i-1)); 
ny0(i,k)=sin(q*delx*(i-1)); 
nz0(i,k)=0; 
end 
end 
 
n0=(nx0.*nx0+ny0.*ny0+nz0.*nz0).^(1/2); 
nx0=nx0./n0; 
ny0=ny0./n0; 
nz0=nz0./n0; 
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nx=1*ones(Nx,Nz); 
ny=0*ones(Nx,Nz); 
nz=1*ones(Nx,Nz); 
 
 
nx(1:Nx,1)=nx0(1:Nx,1); 
nx(1:Nx,Nz)=nx0(1:Nx,Nz); 
ny(1:Nx,1)=ny0(1:Nx,1); 
ny(1:Nx,Nz)=ny0(1:Nx,Nz); 
nz(1:Nx,1)=nz0(1:Nx,1); 
nz(1:Nx,Nz)=nz0(1:Nx,Nz); 
 
n=(nx.*nx+ny.*ny+nz.*nz).^(1/2); 
nx=nx./n; 
ny=ny./n; 
nz=nz./n; 
 
dx=1/(2*delx); 
dz=1/(2*delz); 
 
dxx=1/(delx^2); 
dzz=1/(delz^2); 
dxz=1/(4*delx*delz); 
 
 
 
for r=1:T 
 
imagesc(nz(:,:)), colorbar; 
xlabel('z') 
ylabel('x') 
title('nz') 
 
F(r)=getframe; 
 
for p=1:Nt 
 
nx(Nx+1,:)=nx(1,:); 
ny(Nx+1,:)=ny(1,:); 
nz(Nx+1,:)=nz(1,:); 
nx(Nx+2,:)=nx(2,:); 
ny(Nx+2,:)=ny(2,:); 
nz(Nx+2,:)=nz(2,:); 
nx(:,Nz+1)=nx(:,1); 
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ny(:,Nz+1)=ny(:,1); 
nz(:,Nz+1)=nz(:,1); 
nx(:,Nz+2)=nx(:,2); 
ny(:,Nz+2)=ny(:,2); 
nz(:,Nz+2)=nz(:,2); 
 
 
nx(Nx+1,Nz+1)=nx(1,1); 
ny(Nx+1,Nz+1)=ny(1,1); 
nz(Nx+1,Nz+1)=nz(1,1); 
nx(Nx+2,Nz+1)=nx(2,1); 
ny(Nx+2,Nz+1)=ny(2,1); 
nz(Nx+2,Nz+1)=nz(2,1); 
nx(Nx+1,Nz+2)=nx(1,2); 
ny(Nx+1,Nz+2)=ny(1,2); 
nz(Nx+1,Nz+2)=nz(1,2); 
nx(Nx+2,Nz+2)=nx(2,2); 
ny(Nx+2,Nz+2)=ny(2,2); 
nz(Nx+2,Nz+2)=nz(2,2); 
 
 
for i=1:Nx 
for k=1:Nz 
 
dx1nx(i,k)=(nx(i+2,k)-nx(i,k))*dx; 
dx1ny(i,k)=(ny(i+2,k)-ny(i,k))*dx; 
dx1nz(i,k)=(nz(i+2,k)-nz(i,k))*dx; 
 
dz1nx(i,k)=(nx(i,k+2)-nx(i,k))*dz; 
dz1ny(i,k)=(ny(i,k+2)-ny(i,k))*dz; 
dz1nz(i,k)=(nz(i,k+2)-nz(i,k))*dz; 
 
dx2nx(i,k)=(nx(i+2,k)-2*nx(i+1,k)+nx(i,k))*dxx; 
dx2ny(i,k)=(ny(i+2,k)-2*ny(i+1,k)+ny(i,k))*dxx; 
dx2nz(i,k)=(nz(i+2,k)-2*nz(i+1,k)+nz(i,k))*dxx; 
 
dz2nx(i,k)=(nx(i,k+2)-2*nx(i,k+1)+nx(i,k))*dzz; 
dz2ny(i,k)=(ny(i,k+2)-2*ny(i,k+1)+ny(i,k))*dzz; 
dz2nz(i,k)=(nz(i,k+2)-2*nz(i,k+1)+nz(i,k))*dzz; 
 
dxdz2nx(i,k)=(nx(i+2,k+2)-nx(i,k+2)-nx(i+2,k)+nx(i,k))*dxz; 
dxdz2ny(i,k)=(ny(i+2,k+2)-ny(i,k+2)-ny(i+2,k)+ny(i,k))*dxz; 
dxdz2nz(i,k)=(nz(i+2,k+2)-nz(i,k+2)-nz(i+2,k)+nz(i,k))*dxz; 
 
end 
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end 
 
 
 
 
nxx(1:Nx,1:Nz)=nx(1:Nx,1:Nz); 
nyy(1:Nx,1:Nz)=ny(1:Nx,1:Nz); 
nzz(1:Nx,1:Nz)=nz(1:Nx,1:Nz); 
clear nx 
clear ny 
clear nz 
nx=nxx; 
ny=nyy; 
nz=nzz; 
 
 
 
dx1nx=circshift(dx1nx,[1 0]); 
dx1ny=circshift(dx1ny,[1 0]); 
dx1nz=circshift(dx1nz,[1 0]); 
dz1nx=circshift(dz1nx,[0 1]); 
dz1ny=circshift(dz1ny,[0 1]); 
dz1nz=circshift(dz1nz,[0 1]); 
 
dx2nx=circshift(dx2nx,[1 0]); 
dx2ny=circshift(dx2ny,[1 0]); 
dx2nz=circshift(dx2nz,[1 0]); 
dz2nx=circshift(dz2nx,[0 1]); 
dz2ny=circshift(dz2ny,[0 1]); 
dz2nz=circshift(dz2nz,[0 1]); 
 
dxdz2nx=circshift(dxdz2nx,[1 1]); 
dxdz2ny=circshift(dxdz2ny,[1 1]); 
dxdz2nz=circshift(dxdz2nz,[1 1]); 
 
 
 
dx1nx(:,1)=0;  dx1ny(:,1)=0;  dx1nz(:,1)=0;  
dx1nx(:,Nz)=0; dx1ny(:,Nz)=0; dx1nz(:,Nz)=0; 
 
dz1nx(:,1)=0; dz1ny(:,1)=0; dz1nz(:,1)=0; 
dz1nx(:,Nz)=0; dz1ny(:,Nz)=0; dz1nz(:,Nz)=0; 
 
dx2nx(:,1)=0;  dx2ny(:,1)=0;  dx2nz(:,1)=0;  
dx2nx(:,Nz)=0; dx2ny(:,Nz)=0; dx2nz(:,Nz)=0; 
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dz2nx(:,1)=0;  dz2ny(:,1)=0;  dz2nz(:,1)=0; 
dz2nx(:,Nz)=0; dz2ny(:,Nz)=0; dz2nz(:,Nz)=0; 
 
dxdz2nx(:,1)=0;  dxdz2ny(:,1)=0;  dxdz2nz(:,1)=0; 
dxdz2nx(:,Nz)=0; dxdz2ny(:,Nz)=0; dxdz2nz(:,Nz)=0; 
 
 
% (K1-K2) 
 
Ax=dx2nx+dxdz2nz; 
Ay=zeros(Nx,Nz); 
Az=dxdz2nx+dz2nz; 
 
% K2 
 
Bx=dx2nx+dz2nx; 
By=dx2ny+dz2ny; 
Bz=dx2nz+dz2nz; 
 
% (K3-K2) 
 
Cx=(nx.^2).*dx2nx+2*nx.*nz.*dxdz2nx+(nz.^2).*dz2nx; 
Cy=(nx.^2).*dx2ny+2*nx.*nz.*dxdz2ny+(nz.^2).*dz2ny; 
Cz=(nx.^2).*dx2nz+2*nx.*nz.*dxdz2nz+(nz.^2).*dz2nz; 
 
Dx=(dx1nx+dz1nz).*(nx.*dx1nx+nz.*dz1nx); 
Dy=(dx1nx+dz1nz).*(nx.*dx1ny+nz.*dz1ny); 
Dz=(dx1nx+dz1nz).*(nx.*dx1nz+nz.*dz1nz); 
 
Ex=nx.*(dx1nx.*dx1nx+dx1nz.*dz1nx)+nz.*(dz1nx.*dx1nx+dz1nz.*dz1nx); 
Ey=nx.*(dx1nx.*dx1ny+dx1nz.*dz1ny)+nz.*(dz1nx.*dx1ny+dz1nz.*dz1ny); 
Ez=nx.*(dx1nx.*dx1nz+dx1nz.*dz1nz)+nz.*(dz1nx.*dx1nz+dz1nz.*dz1nz); 
 
Fx=nx.*(dx1nx.*dx1nx+dx1ny.*dx1ny+dx1nz.*dx1nz)+nz.*(dz1nx.*dx1nx+dz1ny.*
dx1ny+dz1nz.*dx1nz); 
Fy=zeros(Nx,Nz); 
Fz=nx.*(dx1nx.*dz1nx+dx1ny.*dz1ny+dx1nz.*dz1nz)+nz.*(dz1nx.*dz1nx+dz1ny.*d
z1ny+dz1nz.*dz1nz); 
 
Hx=(K1-K2)*Ax+K2*Bx+(K3-K2)*(Cx+Dx+Ex-Fx); 
Hy=(K1-K2)*Ay+K2*By+(K3-K2)*(Cy+Dy+Ey-Fy); 
Hz=(K1-K2)*Az+K2*Bz+(K3-K2)*(Cz+Dz+Ez-Fz); 
 
Hz=Hz+e0*(e1-e2)*E.*E.*nz; 
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n_dot_H=Hx.*nx+Hy.*ny+Hz.*nz; 
 
hx=Hx-nx.*n_dot_H; 
hy=Hy-ny.*n_dot_H; 
hz=Hz-nz.*n_dot_H; 
 
nx=nx+dt*hx; 
ny=ny+dt*hy; 
nz=nz+dt*hz; 
 
nx(1:Nx,1)=nx0(1:Nx,1); 
nx(1:Nx,Nz)=nx0(1:Nx,Nz); 
ny(1:Nx,1)=ny0(1:Nx,1); 
ny(1:Nx,Nz)=ny0(1:Nx,Nz); 
nz(1:Nx,1)=nz0(1:Nx,1); 
nz(1:Nx,Nz)=nz0(1:Nx,Nz); 
 
n=(nx.*nx+ny.*ny+nz.*nz).^(1/2); 
nx=nx./n; 
ny=ny./n; 
nz=nz./n; 
 
% p 
end 
 
for i=1:Nx 
    Int(i)=0; 
    for k=1:Nz 
        Int(i)=Int(i)+delz*1./(e2+(e1-e2)*nz(i,k).^2); 
    end  
end 
 
for i=1:Nx 
    for k=1:Nz 
        G(i,k)=(e2+(e1-e2)*nz(i,k)^2)*Int(i); 
            E(i,k)=V(v)./G(i,k); 
    end 
end 
 
% r 
end 
 
% kappa=K3*dt/(delx^2) 
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AAx=0; BBx=0; 
for i=1:Nx 
        for k=2:Nz-1 
            AAx=AAx+nx(i,k); 
            BBx=BBx+1; 
        end 
end 
Px(s, v)=AAx/BBx; 
 
AAy=0; BBy=0; 
for i=1:Nx 
        for k=2:Nz-1 
            AAy=AAy+ny(i,k); 
            BBy=BBy+1; 
        end 
end 
Py(s, v)=AAy/BBy; 
 
AAz=0; BBz=0; 
for i=1:Nx 
        for k=2:Nz-1 
            AAz=AAz+nz(i,k); 
            BBz=BBz+1; 
        end 
end 
Pz(s, v)=AAz/BBz; 
 
CCx=0; DDx=0; 
for i=1:Nx 
        for k=2:Nz-1 
            CCx=CCx+(nx(i,k)).^2; 
            DDx=DDx+1; 
        end 
end 
SPx(s, v)=CCx/DDx; 
 
CCy=0; DDy=0; 
for i=1:Nx 
       for k=2:Nz-1 
            CCy=CCy+(ny(i,k)).^2; 
            DDy=DDy+1; 
        end 
end 
SPy(s, v)=CCy/DDy; 
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CCz=0; DDz=0; 
for i=1:Nx 
        for k=2:Nz-1 
            CCz=CCz+(nz(i,k)).^2; 
            DDz=DDz+1; 
        end 
end 
SPz(s, v)=CCz/DDz; 
 
% s 
end 
% v 
end 
% movie2avi(F,'name.avi'); 
 
% figure(1) 
% plot(V, Pz) 
% xlabel('V') 
% ylabel('<nz>') 
% title('') 
% axis([0 5.5 0 1]) 
%  
% figure(2) 
% plot(V, SPz) 
% xlabel('V') 
% ylabel('<nz^2>') 
% title('') 
% axis([0 5.5 0 1]) 
 
% figure(1) 
% surf(V,Lz*1000000,Pz,'FaceColor','interp',... 
%     'EdgeColor','none',... 
%     'FaceLighting','phong') 
% axis tight 
% camlight left 
% xlabel('V') 
% ylabel('Lz') 
% zlabel('<nz>') 
%  
% figure(2) 
% surf(V,Lz*1000000,SPz,'FaceColor','interp',... 
%     'EdgeColor','none',... 
%     'FaceLighting','phong') 
% axis tight 
% camlight left 
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% xlabel('V') 
% ylabel('Lz') 
% zlabel('<nz^2>') 
 
Vfred=pi*sqrt(K1/e0/(e1-e2)) 
 
% save monoconst Pz SPz V Lz Vfred 
 
% This is a working program, that computes evolution of director under 
% applied voltage for a range of cell thicknesses. All arrays here are 
% two-dimensional. 
% Check initial conditions, check boundary conditions, check Frank constants 
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APPENDIX D: Bandgap nematic structure 
 115
clear all; clc; I = sqrt(-1); close all; 
 
ne = 1.7; no = 1.5 ; c = 3*10^8; theta = pi/2; w0 = 3*10^15; q = w0*(ne+no)/(2*c); 
 
syms H x 
N = 2; 
 
scalingparameter = 4; 
for i = 1:450*scalingparameter 
i 
    w(i) = (10^15)*(0 + 0.0125/1/scalingparameter*(i-1)); k0 = 
(w(i))*sqrt((ne^2+no^2)/2)/c; k1 = (w(i))*sqrt((ne^2-no^2)/2)/c; 
 
kp = sqrt(k0^2 + k1^2); km = sqrt(k0^2 - k1^2); 
 
a0 = k1^2*besselj(0, 2*theta); a1 = k1^2*besselj(1, 2*theta); a2 = k1^2*besselj(2, 
2*theta); 
 
for s = 1:2*N+1 
    for t = 1:2*N+1 
        m = s-N-1; l = t-N-1; p = m-l; 
        M1(s,t) = 0.5*k1^2*(I^(p)*besselj(p, 2*theta) + (-I)^(-p)*besselj(-p, 2*theta)); 
        M2(s,t) = 0.5*k1^2*((-I)*I^(p)*besselj(p, 2*theta) + I*(-I)^(-p)*besselj(-p, 
2*theta)); 
        M3(s,t) = 0.5*k1^2*((-I)*I^(p)*besselj(p, 2*theta) + I*(-I)^(-p)*besselj(-p, 
2*theta)); 
        M4(s,t) = 0.5*k1^2*(-I^(p)*besselj(p, 2*theta) - (-I)^(-p)*besselj(-p, 2*theta)); 
    end 
end 
 
for s = 1:(2*N+1) 
    t = s-N-1; 
    L(s,s) = (k0^2 - (x+t*q)^2); 
end 
 
H = [M1+L, M2; M3, M4+L]; 
 
ff = det(H); f = collect(ff); 
 
ss = sym2poly(f); s = roots(ss); 
 
for j = 1:2*size(H,1) 
if isreal(s(j)) else s(j) = nan; end; 
end 
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s = sort(s); 
for j = 1:2*size(H,1) 
K(j,i) = s(j); 
end 
end 
 
figure(2); plot(w, K, '.k', 'MarkerSize',4, 'Marker', 'o'); axis([0 w(1800) -0.1*q 1.1*q]); 
xlabel ('k(\omega)(1/m)'); ylabel ('\omega (1/sec)'); 
% axis([10^15 2*10^15 5*10^6 10*10^6]) 
 
 
% This program computes the dispersion curves for sinusoidal structure in N-th order 
Bloch function approximation 
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